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Summary

Manned Mars missions originating in low-Earth

orbit (LEO) in the time frame 2010 to 2025 were

analyzed to identify preferred mission opportunities

and the associated vehicle and trajectory character-

istics. Interplanetary and Mars atmospheric trajec-

tory options were examined under the constraints

of an initial manned exploration scenario. Two

chemically propelled vehicle options were considered:

(1) an all-propulsive configuration, and (2) a con-

figuration that employs aerobraking at Earth and

Mars with low lift-drag (L/D) shapes. For the M1-
propulsive option, mission feasibility depends on the

initial required LEO weight, and numerous inter-

planetary transfer options must be considered. In

an aerobraking scenario, aerodynamic and thermo-

dynamic issues associated with the atmospheric pas-

sage must also be assessed. This investigation ad-

dresses both the interplanetary trajectory options
and the Mars atmospheric passage to provide a cou-

pled trajectory simulation. The interplanetary trans-
fer is shown to influence the Mars atmospheric pas-

sage by specifying the Mars entry velocity (hence, the
required velocity decrement) and the Mars arrival

weight (thus, the ballistic coefficient). Conversely,

the atmospheric trajectory affects the interplanetary

transfer selection by providing: (1) a maximum de-

celeration limit (based upon physiological factors),

(2) a minimum entry-corridor width (imposed by in-

terplanetary guidance accuracy), and (3) a maximum

heating rate as a result of thermal protection system

(TPS) characteristics.

In this analysis, direct and Venus swing-by in-

terplanetary transfers with a 60-day Mars stopover

are considered. The range and variation in both

Earth- and Mars-entry velocity are also defined. Two

promising mission strategies emerged from the study:

(1) a 1.0- to 2.0-year Venus swing-by mission, and

(2) a 2.0- to 2.5-year direct mission. Through care-

ful trajectory selection, 11 mission opportunities are

identified in which the Mars-entry velocity is be-

tween 6 and 10 km/sec and the Earth-reentry veloc-
ity ranges from 11.5 to 12.5 km/sec. Patched conic

theory is utilized to simulate the interplanetary tra-

jectories, and the equations of motion are integrated

numerically during the Mars atmospheric passage.
Simulation of the Earth-return aerobraking maneu-

ver is not performed.

This investigation shows that a low L/D config-

uration (L/D < 0.28) is not feasible for Mars aero-

braking without substantial improvements in the in-

terplanetary navigation system. However, even with

an advanced navigation system (capable of reduc-

ing the initial-state error to :_=0.25 ° in flight-path

angle), entry-corridor and aerothermal requirements
restrict the number of potential mission opportuni-

ties. This study also shows that for a large blunt

Mars aerobrake configuration, the effects of radia-

tive heating can be significant at entry velocities as

low as 6.2 km/sec and will grow to dominate the
aerothermal environment at entry velocities above

8.5 km/sec. The large stagnation-point heat rate as-

sociated with radiative heating dictates the use of an

ablative TPS for a majority of the Martian aerocap-

ture maneuvers. Despite the additional system com-

plexity associated with an aerobraking vehicle, the

use of aerobraking was shown to significantly lower

the required initial LEO weight. In comparison with

an all-propulsive mission, savings between 19 and

59 percent were obtained, depending on launch date.
Also, aerobraking reduced the variance in initial LEO

weight with launch date and thereby provided mis-

sion flexibility.

Introduction

Objectives and Scope

With the use of an operational space station as an

initial staging node in low-Earth orbit (LEO), recent
studies (refs. 1 and 2) have shown that manned explo-

ration of the solar system will be technically feasible

early in the 21st century. Because of its proximity,

environment, and scientific interest, Mars will most



likelybethefirstplanetvisitedbyman.In this inves-
tigation,a rangeof interplanetaryandatmospheric
trajectoryoptionshavebeenstudiedto identifyand
quantifythe relativeeffectsof variousmissionre-
quirementsupontheinitial flightsofa mannedMars
programin thetimeframe2010to 2025.

Althougha numberof propulsiveoptionshave
beenproposedfor mannedMarsmissions(surveys
are givenin refs.3 and 4), a transportationsys-
tem that reliesuponchemicalpropulsionis gener-
ally considered to be the leading candidate for an

early manned expedition, because it is based upon

well-established technology. Hence, in this analysis,
interplanetary trajectory simulations are performed

for a chemically propelled vehicle that is consistent

with several recent analyses (refs. 5 and 6).

While many interplanetary studies incorporate

the LEO weight reductions associated with an nero-

braking mission, the effects of the atmospheric pas-
sage upon mission feasibility are generally neglected.

Other studies (surveyed in rcfs. 7 and 8) have ad-
dressed the problems associated with atmospheric

braking at the higher speeds encountered by an in-

terplanetary vehicle; however, the effects of the var-

ious entry conditions (velocity and mass) dictated

by the interplanetary transfer are generally not in-

cluded. That is, tim interplanetary and atmospheric

trajectories have been assessed independently, when
in actuality they are inherently coupled. Thus, one

objective of this investigation is to couple tile inter-

planetary and Mars atmospheric trajectory simula-

tions. This coupling allows the effect of various inter-

planetary transfer characteristics upon the feasibility

of aerobraking at Mars to be identified. Also, the re-

strictions imposed upon the interplanetary trajectory

by the atmospheric passage are determined. In this

manner, trajectories that meet both the interplane-

tary and Mars atmospheric mission requirements are
identified.

There is a great deal of debate over the actual en-

try conditions that will be encountered during Mars

entry and Earth reentry; hence, particular attention

has been focused on defining these entry envelopes.

In a mission that features high-energy aerobraking,

these entry conditions are another constraining fac-

tor (in addition to the required initial LEO weight).

Because. of the energy requirements associated

with interplanetary transfer, an aerobraking vehi-

cle may encounter a more severe aerothermal flight

environment than either Apollo or the Space Shut-

tle, particularly upon return to Earth. (See ref. 8.)

To help characterize the nonequilibrium flow regime,

which cannot be simulated in existing experimental

facilities, NASA has proposed the Aeroassist Flight
Experiment. (See ref. 9.) This experiment will

assess the flight environment during return to Earth

from geosynchronous orbit or from the Moon. Be-

cause of the packaging efficiency inherent to blunt

configurations with low values of L/D, the knowledge

gained through the Apollo program, and the present

AFE research, shapes with low values of L/D (figs. 1
to 4) have been widely accepted as being applica-
ble to manned Mars missions that feature aerobrak-

ing at both Earth and Mars (rcf. 8). However, the

Earth-return entry velocities, upon completion of an

interplanetary mission, are greater than those pre-

dicted for the Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE)

or encountered by Apollo. Furthermore, because tile

ballistic coefficient for an interplanetary return vehi-
cle may be substantially different from that of either

Apollo or the AFE, this shape may not be optimal.

Because the Martian atmosphere is vastly different

from that of Earth in both composition and density,
AFE and Apollo results cannot be directly applied

to this flight regime. Also, celestial navigation and

thermal protection issues at Mars are significantly

different than those at Earth. Therefore, another

objective of this investigation is to study the feasibil-

ity of high-energy aerobraking at Mars with a large,

blunt, low L/D vehicle configuration.

One of the unresolved questions concerning high-

energy aerobraking at Mars is in regard to the mag-
nitude and type of aerothermodynamic environment

that the vehicle will encounter. In general, convec-

tive heating is dominant for vehicles with small nose

radii, whereas radiative heating tends to dominate

the thermodynamic environment about bhmt config-

urations at higher velocities. There is a great deal

of debate as to the significance of radiative heating

over blunt vehicles during Mars aerocapture. Be-

cause the Martian atmosphere is predominantly com-
posed of CO2, it is expected to be a stronger radia-

tor than the atmosphere of Earth. However, because

the atmospheric entry velocities upon Mars entry are
much lower than those associated with Earth reen-

try, it has been suggested that a reduced aeroheat-

ing environment actually exists at Mars (particularly

the radiative environment). Thus, there are differing

views as to the dominant type of heating that will be

encountered -convective or radiative (ref. 8). Fur-
thermore, because radiative heat transfer is a more

complex issue than convective heating, most prelim-

inary design studies do not incorporate this type of

heat transfer into the analysis. This investigation

addresses the validity of attempting Martian aero-

capture with a low L/D shape, and establishes pre-

liminary guidelines pertaining to the type of heat-
ing present in the stagnation region of a large blunt

vehicle during Mars aerocapture. Hence, the Mars

aerobraking assessment includes an aerodynamic



performanceevaluationaswellastherelativeeffects
of convectiveandradiativeheatinguponthenumber
ofpossiblemissionopportunities.

In summary,the objectivesof this investiga-
tion are to (1) identify energy-effcientinterplane-
tary transferoptionsandmissionopportunitiesin
the time frame2010to 2025,(2) definethe range
andvariationin atmosphericentryconditionsupon
Mars arrival and Earth return, (3) evaluatethe
aerodynamicperformanceandstagnation-pointaero-
thermodynamicenvironmentof a large,blunt, low
L/D Marsaerobrakingconfiguration,and(4)provide
amissionstudyinwhichtheinterplanetaryandMars
atmospherictrajectorysimulationsarecoupled.

Exploration Strategies

In general, manned Mars missions may be split

into two categories that have different programmatic

goals. In one category, the objective is to place man

on the surface of Mars for a short period of time. In

the other category, a permanent manned presence is

the goal. The first of these will be rcferred to as an

initial-excursion-class mission. In this scenario, a rel-

atively small crew of four to eight members explores

the Martian surface for 30 to 90 days. (See refs. 10

and 11.) Because this is to be mankind's first visit to
another planet, the crew brings all the supplies that

are needed and lives out of their descent craft. Also,

because of the limited knowledge available concern-

ing man's ability to survive for an extended period

of time in the zero-gravity environment of space, to-

tal trip time becomes a major concern, and transfers

that are as short as possible are desired.

In the second scenario, which will be referred to

as the Mars base approach, the number of crew mem-

bers varies from 6 to 20. In this strategy, the crew

spends a much longer time on Mars (1 to 3 years).

(See refs. 12 and 13.) Transfer time is not as stringent

a constraint, and most of the supplies are not trans-

ferred with personnel, but rather on separate cargo
missions. In this exploration scenario, the crews live

in a base camp environment and are slightly more
independent of their transfer ship or ships. Further-

more, to decrease the required weight that must be

initially lifted to LEO, many of these missions as-

sume Martian production of the propellant required

for Earth return. (See refs. 13 and 14.)

In a buildup strategy, initial excursion-class mis-

sions are first attempted to remove the key techno-

logical barriers associated with interplanetary flight.

These missions are performed to provide the first
manned presence on another world, albeit temporary.

In this scenario, the initial excursion-class mission is

treated as a required step, but not as an end in it-

self. Gradually, these missions become more ambi-

tious until a Mars base approach is deemed techno-

logically feasible. A general survey of various pro-

posed mission concepts is provided in reference 15.

Because man must reach Mars before undertaking

more advanced mission options, the initial excursion

scenario is of prime importance. Thus, the focus of

this investigation is to identify and qualify the as-

pects of a candidate initial excursion-class mission.

The general guidelines followed in this analysis in-

elude (1) a crew of six, (2) a total trip time of 1 to

2.5 years, which, to be consistent with other studies

(refs. 10 and 11) includes a 60-day Mars stopover,

and (3) launch from LEO in the time frame 2010

to 2025. Transportation infrastructure assumptions
include the use of an advanced launch vehicle to

transfer the required mass into I,EO and the use of a
space station for on-orbit assembly of the interplan-

etary vehicle.

Planetary Ephemeris Cycles

Because the planets travel at different angular

rates about the Sun, the relative position of any

two given bodies is constantly changing according to

cyclic, geomctric phasing. These cycles, which can

greatly affect the characteristics of a high thrust tra-

jectory, are partially responsible for the efficiency and

atmospheric entry conditions of a given trajectory. In

the Earth-Mars system, the planetary motion can be
modeled by the superposition of two synodic varia-

tions. The first of these variations is caused by the

motion of the two planets about the Sun at differ-

ent angular rates. As shown in figure 5, if the two

planets begin in a certain relative orientation (in this
case celestial opposition) at time zero, 2.135 years

or approximately 25.62 months will elapse before the

two bodies return to that same relative angular po-

sition. At that point, the heliocentric angle between

Earth and Mars is repeated; however, as shown in fig-

urc 6, the two planets are in a different heliocentric

position. While the Earth's orbit is approximately

circular, Mars' orbit is not. Although slight, its ec-

centricity (e _ 0.093) is large enough to vary the
planet's radial position from the Sun and affect the

efficiency of a given trajectory. Note that figures 5

and 6 axe drawn to scale. The planets will return to

their approximate original heliocentric position every

seven to eight oppositions, or 15 to 17 years (fig. 6).

For certain interplanetary transfers, the space-

craft's flight path fails inside the Earth's orbit. Un-

der these circumstances, the gravitational attraction

of Venus can become significant. If the motion of

Venus is included, the planetary cycles become even
more complex. Because of the involvement of a third

planet, each particular geometric alignment is less
frequent, and fewer feasible mission opportunities



shouldexist, ttowever,becauseVenusmovesfaster

than Mars about tile Sun (by a factor of approxi-
mately three in angular rate), it is generally available

as a trajectory shaping force on either the inbound or

outbound interplanetary leg. Once again, two syn-

odic cycles exist between the position of Venus and

the time of Earth-Mars alignment (e.g., celestial op-

position). As shown in figure 7, every third Earth-

Mars opposition (or once every 6.405 years), all three
planets will return to the same relative angular po-

sition. However, once again because of a variance

in Mars' radial position from the Sun (Venus' orbit

is roughly circular), the fact that the three planets

are not in the same heliocentric position becomes sig-

nificant. The three planets will return to the same

approximate heliocentric alignment once in every 15

Earth-Mars oppositions, or 32.025 years.

Mission Options

Interplanetary trajectory options. High-

thrust interplanetary transfers that are applica-
ble to a manned Mars mission can be split into

two categories _ conjunction-class and opposition-
class transfers. The term opposition refers to the sit-

uation when the Sun and Mars are on opposite sides

of the Earth, whereas conjunction implies that the
Sun and Mars are on the same side of the Earth. This

Earth centered reference frame is commonly used by

astronomers to record the positions of stars. Al-

though interplanetary analyses are better suited to
a heliocentric reference frame, these names are still

utilized to classify the various mission modes.

In a conjunction-class mission (fig. 8), an energy-
efficient (near Hohmann) transfer is utilized on both

the outbound and inbound legs. However, because
the Earth and Mars move about the Sun at different

angular rates, a relatively long Mars stopover is

required to insure the proper planetary alignment on

both legs of the trajectory. In general, this stopover

is oil the order of 500 days, and the total transfer

time is approximately 2.5 to 3.0 years. Because this
trajectory class is long in both total duration and

Mars stay time, it is better suited for a program in

which the goal is a manned Mars base rather than an

initial-excursion-class mission. In this investigation,

all the interplanetary transfers can be classified as

opposition-class trajectories, in which a short Mars

stay time (on the order of 30 to 90 days) forces a

compromise between optimal inbound and outbound

legs. Generally, in this type of mission, one leg of

the trajectory is an energy-efficient transfer, and the

other is forced to pass within the orbit of the Earth

(fig. 9). This trajectory class is characterized by a

short Mars stopover and a relatively short total trip
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time; thus, it is applicable to an initial-excursion
scenario.

Three opposition-class trajectory modes were

simulated in this analysis: (1) direct, (2) inbound

Venus swing-by, and (3) outbound Venus swing-by.

Several other types of interplanetary transfers (which

were not examined in this investigation) exist for a

chemically propelled vehicle that is performing an

initial-excursion-type mission. These include trans-
fers that utilize more than one planetary swing-

by and missions that incorporate a complex burn

sequence.

Vehicle characteristics and baseline mis-

sion scenario. The mission begins as the inter-

planetary vehicle is assembled at the space station in

LEO. After arrival at Mars via one of several pos-

sible interplanetary transfers, the vehicle is placed

in a polar elliptical orbit with a period of 1 Mar-

tian day (approximately 24.6 hours). This orbit is
achieved either propulsively or with the use of at-

mospheric braking. Tile eccentricity of this parking

orbit was chosen as a compromise between the rel-

atively simple logistics provided by a circular orbit

and the inherent propellant savings of an extremely

eccentric orbit, such as one with a 48-hour period.

(Sec ref. 16.) Choice of a polar orbit allows for the

selection of a high-latitude landing site and potential
global coverage from orbit, and yields a conservative

estimate of lander propellant. For an actual mission,

selection of the Mars parking-orbit inclination, eccen-

tricity, and periapsis altitude is primarily dictated by

orbital precession concerns. That is, the parking or-

bit must be selected such that, upon completion of

the Mars stopover, the orbit has precessed into an

orientation consistent with the departure trajectory

requirements. In this investigation, orbital preces-
sion issues were not examined. The crew descends

to the surface in the Mars excursion module (MEM).

After performing the necessary excursion operations,

the crew returns to the MEM, a portion of which

ascends to orbit, and preparations for Mars depar-

ture are made. The total time of Mars operations

assumed in this study is 60 days. After discarding

unnecessary components (such as the Mars arrival

propellant tankage and the Mars ascent vehicle), the

vehicle performs a high-thrust maneuver to begin its

journey back to Earth. The mission is concluded

with the return of the vehicle to the space station

in LEO. Earth-return deceleration is accomplished

either propulsively or with the use of an aerobrake.

To provide analysis flexibility, the trajectory anal-

ysis portion of this research was performed through a

series of weight-ratio calculations in which all vehicle

weights were nondimensionalized by the Earth-return



weight.Thismethodmakestheresultspresentedin
this investigationapplicableto any vehicledesign,
providedthattwovehicleparametersremainapprox-
imatelyconstant:(1) the propulsionsystemsnmst
be similar (in termsof specificimpulseand tank-
ageweight),and(2) the ratioof weightleft behind
at Marsto Earth-returnweightmustbe compara-
ble. Also,theuseof an impulsivevelocityaddition
mustbevalid. (Hence,thevehiclemustuseahigh-
thrust propulsionsystem.)Therefore,in this anal-
ysis,a generalclassof interplanetaryspacecraft,is
beingstudiedasopposedto a specificvehicle.

Propulsive option. The vehicle used as a base-

line in this analysis is similar to that developed in

reference 5 and is conceptually shown in figure 10.

The vehicle mass breakdown is given in table 1. Es-

timates of its nmss have been computed for missions

of both 1.0 to 2.0 years and 2.0 to 2.5 years and are

listed in table 1. The propellant used is LOX/LH2,

and a chemical rocket engine characterized by a vac-

uum specific impulse Isp of 480 sec is assumed.

Because the total trip time is at least 1 year,

the spacecraft's two habitation modules are attached

to either end of a rotating truss structure; in this

manner, an artificial gravity environment is produced

(refs. 5 and 17). The habitation modules, which are

similar in size to space-station hardware, provide a
total volume of 325 m 3 (approximately 200 m 3 of

living space). Also, by utilizing two small habitation
modules, as opposed to a single large one, an inherent

safeguard in the event of an accidental depressuriza-

tion of a portion of the living space is included. Also
aboard the vehicle is the MEM, which includes all ve-

hicle components used in the descent to, exploration

of, and ascent from the Martian surface. If a 1.0- to

2.0-year mission is flown, three of six crew members

use the MEM to explore tile Martian surface. For a

longer mission, allowances have been made so that
as many as six crew nmmbers are able to descend to

the surface. (See table 1.) The MEM descent and

ascent stages have been sized for use in conjunction

with a 24.6-hour, polar orbit. (See ref. 18.) For a

2.0- to 2.5-year mission, a third space-station mod-

ule is adapted as an onboard zero-gravity laboratory.

This module would be situated just behind the MEM

to provide another 100 m a of living space but is not

shown in figure 10.

Aerobraking option. By utilizing atmospheric

drag to decelerate the vehicle, aerobraking provides

a significant reduction in the required initial LEO

weight. For a mission that features aerobraking at
both Earth and Mars, the interplanetary vehicle is

modeled differently and is conceptually shown in fig-

ure 11. The same habitation modules, truss struc-

ture, and MEM arc included; however, the truss

structure must be retracted prior to Mars arrival so
that tile habitation modules are shielded. In contrast

to the propulsive option, there are no braking stages

to perform the Mars-arrival and Earth-return maneu-

vers; instead, a double aerobrake system exists. The

larger aerobrake is used to achiove the correct park-

ing orbit at Mars as well as to provide protection to
the MEM as it descends to the surface. The smaller

aerobrake is used upon Earth return.

The vehicle configuration shown in figure 11 is

being used only to illustrate the relative size of each

of the vehicle components. In the final configuration,

the MEM, habitation modules, Mars-departure pro-

pellant, and Earth-return aerobrake arc positioned
behind the Mars aerobrake so as to be shielded from

the intense aerothermal enviromnent. This packag-

ing analysis is described in the section "Vehicle Pack-

aging," and the final vehicle configurations are con-

siderably different than that illustrated in figure 11.

The low L/D aerobrakes utilized in this investiga-
tion are modeled after the AFE configuration. (See

ref. 19.) The AFE shape was chosen so that the

large amount of aerodynamic and thernmdynamic re-

search performed on the AFE could be utilized in the

present analysis. Details of both the aerodynamic
characteristics and thermodynamic properties of this

shape are discussed in subsequent sections.

Earth-return modes. Whether the Earth re-

turn is accomplished propulsively or by aerobraking,
two modes were studied. In the first scenario, the

habitation modules and the artificial gravity device

are returned to the space station for refllrbishment in
LEO. The second mode utilizes a small crew-return

capsule to lower the weight that nmst be braked upon
Earth return. In this scenario, just prior to the in-

terplanetary encounter with Earth, the crew leaves
the habitation modules and transfers into the Earth-

return capsule. This module returns to LEO, and
the habitation modules and truss structure are left

in heliocentric orbit. The first mode is well suited

for a mission in which reusability is a major concern;

however, in the second mode, the complexity of the
Earth-return maneuver is greatly simplified by uti-

lizing a crew-return module. In a propulsive mission,
this translates into lower propellant requirements; in

an aerobraking scenario, the second option requires

less weight to be captured. Hence, the second Earth-

return mode is more probable tbr an initial manned
mission.

Although two Earth-return aerobraking options

are investigated from a mission scenario standpoint.,

this study simulates only the atmospheric passage
at Mars. The Earth-return aerobrake concepts are



includedonly because,as a portionof the vehicle
Marspayload,tile sizeandweightoftileEarth-return
aerobrakeaffectstheMarsaerobrakeconfigurations.

In sunnnary,tile missionoptionsconsideredin
this investigationinclude: (1) direct versusVenus
swing-byinterplanetarytransfers,(2)propulsivever-
susaerot)rakingdeceleration,and(3)useofanEarth-
returnvehMe(habitationmodulesandtrussstruc-
ture)versusanEarth-returncapsule.
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stagnation-point maxinmm total heat

rate, W/cm 2

stagnation-point convective heat rate,

W/era 2

stagnation-point radiative heat rate,

W/cm 2

radius of curvature of AFE aft skirt

vehicle position vector relative to

dominant celestial body, m

vehicle acceleration vector relative to

dominant celestial body', m/sec 2

atmospheric interface radius, km

aerobrake effective nose radius, m

planetary position vector or vehicle

position vector at periapsis, kin/see
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radius of SOl of celestial body, m

AFE ellipsoidal nose radius in X-Y

plane, m

AFE ellipsoidal nose radius in X-Z

plane, m

radiative

reference aerodynamic surface

area, Ill 2

time, sec

velocity, re�see

vehicle velocity at atlnospheric inter-

ference, HI/see

vehicle heliocentric velocity vector

upon entrance to SOI of Venus, m/sec

vehicle heliocentric velocity vector

upon exit from SOI of Venus, m/see

vehicle relative velocity vector, m/see
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Acronyms:

AFE

CFD

CG

CO2

COSPAR

LaRC

LEO

LH2

LOX

MEM

MMC

MRSR

MSFC

NASA

POST

RAD

vehicle relative velocity vector upon

entrance t.o SOI of Venus, nl./see

vehicle relative velocity vector upon

exit from SOI of Venus, Iil/sec

velocity vector of planetary body or

vehicle w_locity vector at periapsis,

In/soC

free-stream velocity vector, m/'see

final LEO weight

initial LEO weight

vehicle weight ratio

angle of attack, deg

ratio of specific heats

flight-path angle at at.most)heric

interface, deg

impulsive velocity change, m/see

gravitational parameter, constant fin.

each celestial body, kg3/see 2

atmospheric density kg/m 3

standard deviation

Aeroa.ssist Flight Experiment

computational fluid dynamics

center of gravity

carbon dioxide

Committee on Space Research

Langley Research Center

low-Earth orbit

liquid hydrogen

liquid oxygen

Mars excursion module

Martin Marietta Corporation

Mars Rover Sample Return

Marshall Space Flight Center

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

Program to Optimize Simulated

Trajectories

radiation model

RIFSP

SAIC

SMART

SOI

SWISTO

TPS

Radiation hlviscid Flow Stagnation

Point program

Science Applications International

Corporation

Solid Modeling Aerospace Research
Tool

sphere of influence

Swing-by Stopover Optimization

program

therlnal protection system

Flight Mechanics

Patched Conic Theory

During an interplanetary trajectory, the motion

of a vehicle is affected by several celestial bodies.
The relative effect that the gravitational force of each

body has upon the vehicle motion is proportional t.o

both the body and vehicle masses and is inversely

proportional to the square of the radial distance of

the vehicle from the body. This gravitational force

may be expressed as

For a Mars mission, the nmjor gravitational forces

are due to the influence of the Sun, Earth, Mars,

and possibly Venus, upon the vehicle. During an

actual interplanetary transfer, each of these bodies

affects the spacecraft, throughout its entire flight a.s

do the Moon, Phobos attd Deimos (the two Martian

nloons), and the other planets. Furthermore, the rel-

ative effect each body has upon the vehicle gradually
changes with distance. For example, in LEO, the

Earth produces the dominant gravitational attrac-

tion; but while the vehicle is in orbit about Mars,

the Martian gravitational force is domi1_ant.

Other forces may be present because of atmo-

spheric drag, solar pressure, and the vehicle thrust.

Newton's second law (in an inertial reference frame)

may be expressed as

d

=

where, for an interplanetary transfer,

Ftolal = -t_'g,Sun q- _,Earth + F.q,Mars A- F'9,othe r

+ Fthrust q-- Fdrag + Fsolar

In patched conic theory, approximations are made

which greatly simplify the analysis. By modeling



eachbodyasbeing spherically symmetric, all forces

can t)e assumed to act through the body center of

mass. Also, by reducing the problem to include only

two bodies and the gravitational force between them,

the equation is greatly simplified. For example, over

the portion of the transfer in which the Sun is the

donfinant gravitational body, Froth, 1 = Fg,Sun.

With these assumptions, Newton's second law

yiehts a simplified equation of motion. (For a com-

plete derivation and list of assmnptions, see ref. 20.)
This two-body equation of motion may t)e expressed
a_s

r

ia + p _a_a =0

During the atmospheric passage, as a result of

the addition of aerodynanfic forces, this equation is

not valid, and the equations of motion are numeri-

cally integrated. However, two-body motion is ap-
plicable to the high-thrust interplanetary portion of

the mission and was used in this investigation. To

understand this application, the concept of a sphere

of influence (SOI) must be introduced. The sphere

of influence is defined as an imaginary sphere about

each planetary body. Once within this sphere, the

vehicle motion is assumed to be governed solely by
the gravitational force between the vehicle and the

enclosed celestial body. The size of a planet's SOI
is a function of its mass relative to the Sun and its

distance from the Sun. Approximate sizes of Earth,

Mars, and Venus spheres of influence are given in ta-

ble 2, along with other pertinent celestial data. The

size of each planet's SOI is obtained from an approx-

imate fornmla first derived by Laplace. (See ref. 20.)

This expression may be written as

illplane t ,_ 0A
rSOl = dp,s ( _ )

Because an average planetary distance from the

Sun is utilized in the SOI expression, the size of

each SOI is approximated as constant regardless of

time. Using the SOI assumption for two-body mo-
tion, numerous gravitational forces are not simu-

lated: instead, only the dominant gravitational force

affects the motion of the spacecraft. F_rthermore,

the effects of the other celestial bodies (such ms the

Moon, Phobos, Deimos, and the other planets) are

never taken into account. However, because patched

conic theory, greatly simplifies the equations of mo-

tion, a large number of trajectories may be simulated

quickly; hence, it is ideal for preliminary mission de-

sign studies.

Interplanetary Trajectory

Direct mode. In the direct transfer mode, the

vehicle travels directly to Mars and back. However,
when both a short total trip time and a short Mars

stopover are mission requirements, a feasible energy-

efficient trajectory is difl=icult to obtain, because one

of two adverse conditions generally arises.

In the first situation (fig. 12), the spacecraft leaves

Earth on an energy-efficient transfer to Mars. How-

ever, by the end of the outbound transfer, the Earth

has begun to lead Mars in its angular orientation
about the Sun. Therefore, after the Mars stopover,
the vehicle is forced to take a return transfer that

can catch up to the Earth in heliocentric angle. To

accomplish this, the vehicle must achieve a higher an-

gular speed; thus, its path must fall inside the Earth's

orbit. Unfortunately, this type of inbound transfer

causes the spacecraft velocity vector to be nontangen-

tial to the Earth's velocity vector upon return. This

condition leads to either a high atmospheric entry

velocity or a large propulsive requirement, either of

which has an adverse effect on mission performance.

The second situation (fig. 13) results from planning

for an Earth-return transfer characterized by either
a low entry velocity or smaller propulsive braking re-

quirements. Thus, an energy-efficient inbound trans-

fer is desired. However, for the vehicle to be in the

proper return alignment, Mars must lie ahead of the

Earth in heliocentric angle on the outbound transfer.

This constraint, when coupled with the requirement
for a short trip time, forces the outbound transfer

to pass within the Earth's orbit and to be of higher

energy. A high-energy outbound transfer translates
into larger Earth-departure propellant requirements

and higher entry velocities at Mars.

Therefore, for a mission in which both a short

Mars stopover and a short total transfer time art

desired, use of a direct transfer characterizes the

mission as having either Earth-departure or Earth-

return deficiencies. As either of these two require:

ments (short Mars stopover or short total transfer

time) is relaxed, the trajectory is less constrained,
and these adverse effects are reduced.

Venus swing-by mode. In each of the previ-

ously described direct transfer modes, the require-
ments of both a short Mars stopover and a short

total transfer time caused one of the transfer legs to

pass inside the Earth's orbit. When this occurs and

Venus is in the proper position, its gravitational at-

traction may be used to perturb the trajectory. Thus,

by performing a Venus swing-by en route to Mars

(outbound swing-by) or prior to Earth return (in-

bound swing-by), the spacecraft can take advantage
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of Venus'gravitationalfieldto adjustits interplane-
tarytrajectory.

Theflightmechanicsof a Venusswing-byareel-
egantlydescribedin reference21. As shownin fig-
ure 14,whenapproachingVenus'SOI,the vehicle
hasa givenheliocentricvelocityV1. However (ms
described in the section "Patched Conic Theory"),

while within Venus' SOI, the motion is assumed to

be solely governed by the planet's gravitational force.
Therefore, the heliocentric velocity vector must be
transformed into one that is relative to Venus. This

transformation is accomplished by vectorially sub-

tracting Venus' velocity Vp from the heliocentric ve-

locity, V_. The resultant vector is the vehicle initial
velocity relative to Venus YHP1, and the vehicle is

now on a hyperbolic trajectory about Venus. After

passing through periapsis, the spacecraft reaches the

SOI boundary on its way back into heliocentric space.

At this point, the vehicle has velocity VHp2 relative

to Venus. Upon SOI departure, the velocity is trans-
formed back into a heliocentric reference frame V2 by

vectorially adding Venus' velocity vector. Consider-

ing the relationship between the entrance and exit

velocity vectors, figure 14 shows that

Without performing a propulsive maneuver, con-
servation of energy requires the relative velocity at

SOI entrance and exit to be the same magnitude.

However, these vectors are oriented in different di-

rections; that is, the relative velocity vector has been

rotated through an angle denoted as K. Thus, when

the relative velocity vector is recombined with Venus'

velocity vector upon SOI exit, a different heliocentric

vector results (fig. 14). The heliocentric velocity vec-

tors upon SOI entrance and exit may be different in

both magnitude and direction. In this case, the he-
liocentric velocity was increased; however, by passing

Venus on its other side, the heliocentric velocity may

be decreased. Through the use of this trajectory-

shaping technique, the spacecraft may either gain or
lose energy relative to the Sun without performing a

propulsive maneuver. When used properly, this effect
can result in a lower initial LEO weight. (See ref. 22.)

Furthermore, a Venus encounter may be used to af-

fect the atmospheric entry conditions at the subse-

quent planet. (See ref. 23.) The effect which the

Venus swing-by has upon the interplanetary trans-

fer depends on the magnitude of the relative velocity

vector at the SOI and the closest approach distance,

which is physically constrained by the edge of Venus'

atmosphere. The range of achievable bend angles K

without the use of propulsion is governed (ref. 23) by

ese ( _@) - IrpIIVHPI2 -t- l'Op

Hence, the effect of a Venus swing-by on a given

transfer increases as either the magnitude of the SOl

relative velocity vector is reduced or the closest ap-

proach point is decreased. This bend-angle range

may be augmented by using a propulsive maneuver
during the Venus encounter (ref. 24). In certain in-

stances, the planetary alignment is such that a Venus

swing-by may be performed on both the outbound

and inbound transfer legs. (See ref. 11.) However,

because of the infrequency of this type of trajectory

(one or two possibilities every 15 to 17 years), the
current research was limited to round-trip transfers

with at most one Venus swing-by. In the outbound

swing-by mode, the vehicle is generally accelerated
so that it reaches Mars in a shorter period of time.

This acceleration may result in either an increased

Mars entry velocity or slightly larger propulsive re-

quirements at Mars. However, it allows for a longer,

more energy-efficient return transfer and an associ-
ated lower Earth-reentry velocity without greatly in-

creasing the total trip time. An example of this type

of trajectory is given in figure 15. In the inbound

swing-by mode (fig. 9), the vehicle is generally decel-
erated as it passes Venus on its way back to Earth.

Once again, this trajectory results in a lower weight

requirement and a lower Earth-reentry velocity.

A comparison of figures 9 and 12 or 13 and 15

shows that the only difference between a Vemls

swing-by mission and a direct transfer of approxi-

mately the same total trip time is the position of
Venus. If Venus is in the correct position, its presence

will perturb the trajectory and result in improved

performance. An inbound Venus swing-by mission

(fig. 9) is characterized by lower Earth-return veloci-
ties than a direct transfer (fig. 12), and an outbound

Venus swing-by (fig. 15) has reduced Earth-departure

requirements in comparison with the inverted direct

mode (fig. 13). Therefore, when both a short total

trip time and short Mars stopover are required, the

Venus swing-by can be used to increase the efficiency

of a given trajectory, from a weight standpoint, and
to lower the Earth-return velocities.

Mars Atmospheric Trajectory

During the Mars atmospheric passage, different

equations are utilized to determine the vehicle mo-
tion. In this case, the major forces can be attributed



to the Marsgravitationaland aerodynamicforces
(i.e.,lift anddrag).Nothrustingisperformedduring
the atmosphericpassage.Hence.Newton'ssecond
law(inaninertialreferencefl'ame)maybeexpressed
a,s

d

dt(HtV) --- Fg,Mar s + Flift A- Fdrag

where
-- G ?*/Mars 7_lr

F.q,Mar s = irl3

1 V
[Flift ] = 5pI _,I2SCL

1 V
IEtrag[ = 5pl _c]2SCD

This equation is solved nmnerically with use of

a fourth-order Runge-Kutta computational scheme

described in the section "Computational Methods."

Mars atmospheric model. Several Mars at-

nlospheric models have been tabulated by David
E. Pitts of NASA Johnson Space Center for use in the

Mars Rover SaInple Return mission (MRSR). The

objective of this unmammd mission, which is being

plaimed for the mid-1990's, is to land a rover on

Mars and return a sample of the Martian surface to
Earth (ref. 25). A great deal of the current research

in atmospheric properties, as well as in guidance,

navigation, and aerobraking technology, is aimed at
the MRSR mission. Because the MRSR mission is

viewed as a precursor test-bed scenario for certain

systems required in inammd exploration, ninny of the

constraints and requirements used in this analysis are

hased ut)on the MRSR nfission.

The MRSR atinospheric models include the ef-
fects of the Martian dust storms and ttle variation

of the Martian atmosphere with latitude and yearly

season. For this study, the atmospheric model of the
Committee on Space Research north summer mean

(COSPAR NS mean) was selected. This model is

currently being utilized as the baseline atmosphere

for the MRSR mission analysis; furthermore, Viking

atmospheric measurements (figs. 16 and 17) tend to
substantiate its validity as an average atmosphere.

The significant atmospheric properties are tabulated

in table 3, and plots of the variation of several atmo-

spheric properties with altitude are given in figures 18
to 21.

Entry-corridor definition. Aerobraking can
be defined as a deceleration due to the effects of at-

mospheric drag upon a vehicle. For an interplanetary
transfer, enough energy nmst be lost that the vehicle

is captured into orbit about a planet. If the atmo-

spheric trajectory is too steep, the vehicle will lose

so much energy that it is unable to maintain an or-

bit and will follow a descent trajectory towards the

planet surface. On the other hand, flying a trajec-

tory that is too shallow prevents the vehicle from

being captured by the planet's gravitational attrac-
tion. In this case, the vehicle wouht continue to travel

through heliocentric space past the target planet.
These two scenarios bound the cla_ssical definition of

an atmospheric entry corridor (ref. 26) as an inmg-
inary corridor in the atmosphere within which the

vehicle must fly to be successfiflly captured about a

planet. This corridor is constrained by the two tra-

jectories just described and is illustrated in figure 22.

This definition of entry corridor may be con-

strained further by selecting a specific capture orbit.
For a particular Mars-arrival weight, if a ballistic en-

try (a zero-lift trajectory) is flown, the vehicle will

follow a single trajectory, and tile entry corridor con-

cept does not apply (assuining the vehicle has a con-

stant surface area, constant drag coefficient, and is

not thrusting). However, for lifting vehicles, proper
use of this aerodynamic force can perturb the atmo-

spheric trajectory such that the vehicle flies either

above or below its nominal ballistic path. In this in-

vestigation, the entry corridor is defined ms the imagi-
nary corridor in a planet's atmosphere through which

the vehicle is able to fly by modulating its lift vector

while still achieving a specified capture orbit. This

corridor, which is illustrated in figure 23, includes the

vehicle nominal ballistic path and is I)ounded by two
trajectories.

The upper bound is defined by the shallowest tra-

jectory the vehicle can fly and still lose the proper

amount of energy. This trajectory is achieved by fly-

ing the vehicle in a full lift-down configuration. In

this manner, the vehicle stays in the atmosphere as

long as possible, and the energy loss is spread out

over time. The lower bound of the entry corridor

may be defined by a flfll lift-up trajectory, which is

the steepest trajectory the vehicle can fly and still

achieve the atmospheric exit conditions required for

the specified capture orbit. This atmospheric path
takes the vehicle in and out of the atmosphere as

quickly as possible and is characterized by higher de-

celerations than a lift-down passage. Because of the

energy loss requirements associated with interplan-

etary transfer, these decelerations can be large and

tend to increase with entry velocity. Therefore, a

maximum deceleration limit of 5g (49.0 m/see 2) was

imposed a,s an additional constraint, and the lower
bound of the entry corridor is defined as the tra-

jectory through which the vehicle either reaches this

deceleration limit (59 limited trajectory) or could not

have flown any steeper (fifll lift-up trajectory).
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In general,the width of an entry corridoris a
functionof theamountof lift thevehiclecangener-
ateto perturbit offthenominalballisticpath.Thus,
thewidth is partiallygovernedby thechoiceof the
vehicleL/D. Also,becauselift varieswith thesquare
of velocity,the vehiclepossessesgreatercontrolau-
thority with increasingentryspeed;however,asthe
entryvelocityincreases,the maximumencountered
decelerationalsobecomeslarger. Thecenterof the
entrycorridorisapproximatelydefinedbythenoin-
inalballistictrajectoryandisdeterminedby theve-
hicleballisticcoefficientm/CDS.In general,vehicles
characterizedbyhighballisticcoefficientsdecelerate
lower in the atmosphere.(Seeref. 27.) Because

this placement determines the atmospheric density

regime through which the vehicle will fly, it will

greatly affect the amount of aerodynamic heating the
vehicle must withstand.

Finally, because the entry corridor may be thought
of as being bounded by a steep and shallow atmo-

spheric passage, its width may be described by the

use of flight-path angle at the atmospheric interface.

(The atmospheric interface altitudes at Earth and

Mars are listed in table 2.) This convention is utilized

throughout the present study. That is, the width

of the entry corridor is denoted as the difference in

the initial flight-path angles of the full lift-down tra-

jectory and either the full lift-up or the 5g limiting

trajectory.

Interplanetary navigational accuracies.

Upon completion of one leg of the interplanetary

transfer, the vehicle must achieve an atmospheric-

interface flight-path angle within a prescribed range

specified by the vehicle aerocapture capabilities.

Present-technology interplanetary guidance systems

that utilize Earth-based radio tracking are capable
of placing a vehicle at the Martian atmospheric in-

terface to within +1.8 ° (3-a accuracy) in flight-path
angle. (See ref. 28.) Thus, ifa 3-a probability of com-

pleting a successful aerocapture with Earth-based

tracking alone is required, the entry corridor achiev-

able by an aerobrake configuration would have to be

at least 3.6 ° wide. Recent MRSR studies (ref. 29)

have shown that a reduction in this guidance error

is achievable by complementing the Earth-based ra-

dio tracking with an onboard, optical navigation sys-

tem. Through optical sightings of the Martian moon
Deimos and its known ephemeris data, a more pre-

cise vehicle position is obtained. The accuracy of this

system is mainly a function of the time at which the

optical measurements must be suspended for the ve-

hicle to be readied for entry. As shown in figure 24,

if optical measurements are taken up to 2 hours prior

to entry, the navigation error is estimated as ±0.5 °_

3-a accuracy. (See ref. 29.) Thus, the entry corridor

would be required to be at least 1.0 ° in width (the

present MRSR requirement). Furthermore, with the

use of optical measurements until just prior to entry,

the navigation error is estimated as ±0.25 ° 3-0 ac-

curacy (ref. 29) and the required entry corridor would

be on the order of 0.5 ° wide. These guidance-system
inaccuracies are tabulated in table 4.

These error estimates do not include atmospheric,

midcourse correction or trim angle-of-attack uncer-
tainties. With these effects included in the anal-

ysis, the error in entry flight-path angle increases.

For example, the ±0.25 ° error in flight-path angle is
increased to ±0.42 ° when these effects are included

(ref. 28). In this investigation, various corridor width

requirements (between 0.5 ° and 1°) were imposed

upon the entry analysis.

Aerodynamics. Of the various possible low

L/D configurations, an enlarged version of the AFE
was selected. A description of the vehicle geometry

(ref. 19) is presented in figure 25. The lift and drag

coefficients at various angles of attack are presented

in figure 26 under continuum flow conditions. At

the AFE trim angle of attack (17°), reference 30

predicts that the vehicle continuum hypersonic L/D
is approximately 0.28.

In an aerobraking scenario, the vehicle flies

through the entire spectrum of aerodynamic regimes:

free-molecular, transitional, and continuum. Thus,

throughout the atmospheric passage, the vehicle is

characterized by a regime-dependent set of aero-

dynamic coefficients. In this study, AFE data

(ref. 30) obtained through both wind-tunnel and
CFD methods were utilized to estimate the aero-

dynamic coefficients in the free-molecular and con-

tinuum regimes. However, to include transitional

aerodynamics in the analysis, the Lockheed bridging
formula was used to define the lift and drag coef-
ficients as functions of Knudsen number. This for-

mula, which may slightly underpredict the extent of

the transitional regime at higher altitudes (ref. 31),

utilizes a sine-squared curve fit to estimate the tran-

sitional aerodynamics. This bridging formula, used

in both the Space Shuttle and AFE programs, can

be expressed as

Cf,tran --- Cf,c

+(Cf,fm-CLc) sin2{Tr[_

The Knudsen number (ref. 32) is a nondimen-

sional flow parameter defined as the molecular mean

free path divided by the vehicle characteristic length

(which for this shape was assumed to be equivalent
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to thebasediameter).It maybeusedt.oidentifythe
aerodynamicflowregimeasfollows:

Kn <_ 0.01 (Continuum flow)

0.01 < Kn < 10.00 (Transitional flow)

Kn > 10.00 (Free-molecular flow)

For an AFE characteristic length on the order of
35 Ill, the Mars atmosphere may be divided into a

free-molecular flow regime above 153 km, a contin-
uum flow regime below 97 kin, and a transitional flow

regime between these altitude limits. The variation

of AFE lift and drag coefficients with altitude pre-

dicted by tile Lockheed bridging formula is shown in

figure 27.

Although a free-molecular L/D of 0.0037 was used

in this investigation (based on a preliminary almly-
sis), a more detailed study performed by Celenligil,

Moss, and Blanchard predicts a free-molecular L/D

of 0.010 for the AFE at 17 ° angle of attack. (See

ref. 31.) However, because all of a Mars aerobrak-

ing vehicle deceleration occurs at altitudes well below

97 km (as depicted in fig. 23), only continuum aero-
dynanfics are of importance. Thus, the use of the

refined free-molecular and transitional aerodynamic

coefficients given in reference 31 has an insignificant

effect upon this study.

Vehicle packaging. In this investigation, the

payload was placed behind the Earth and Mars
aerobrakes based on two criteria. The first criterion

is that the vehicle must fly at the AFE trim angle

of attack of 17 ° . To accomplish this, the vehicle was

packaged to meet the center-of-gravity (CG) require-

ments determined by all AFE stability analysis. (See

ref. 30.)

Because this aerobraking configuration does not

completely enclose its cargo, a second packaging cri-

terion was included to protect the vehicle payload

during the atmospheric passage. Using CFD tech-

niques, Gnoffo (ref. a3) numerically calculated and
classified the streamlines about the AFE configura-

tion according to their flow properties. In this man-

ner, the subsonic and supersonic regions of flow in

the wake region behind the aerobrake were deter-
mined; the subsonic streamlines behind this config-

uration are shown in figure 28. By restricting the

allowable payload volume to be within this subsonic

region, the cargo was assumed to be reasonably safe

from the aerothermodynamic environment.

The payload arrangements that satisfied the

packaging criteria are illustrated in figures 29 and 30

at both Mars entry and Earth reentry for both the

Earth-return aerobrake and capsule modes. From
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these figures it is evident that by attempting to reuse

the habitation modules (Earth-return mode 1), the

size of the Earth-return aerobrake is significantly in-

creased; however, there is only a slight increase in the
size of the Mars aerobrake. Because of the criterion

for subsonic wake-region packaging, the aerobrakes in

this investigation are larger than those in most other

recent studies (particularly at Mars); a wake-region

flow-field analysis was most likely not included in the

design of these other vehicles (figs. 1 to 4). For com-

parison, the base diameter and reference surface area

of the configuration used in this analysis and those

described in other recent studies (refs. 2 and 5) are
listed in table 5.

Aeroheating calculations. To obtain a pre-

liminary estimate of the total heating environment

induced by aerobraking througtl the Martian atmo-

sphere, both radiative and convective stagnation-

point heating calculations were included in this anal-

ysis. Both the radiative and convective stagnation-

point solutions depend on the effective nose radius of

the vehicle. For a vehicle with a high L/D (greater
than 1), the nose is roughly spherical, and thus the

effective nose radius is equivalent to the actual nose

radius. This is not the case for a bhmt configura-

tion. For blunt shapes, like Apollo or the AFE, the

concept of a single nose radius is rather vague; there-
fore, an effective nose radius is utilized. The effective

nose radius is defined as the radius of an imaginary

sphere over which the same shock conditions (in par-
ticular, shock standoff distance) would occur. For

the Mars aerobrake utilized in this analysis, the ef-

fective nose radius (based on AFE data) was either

16.3 m or 20.0 m, depending on the Earth-return
mode selected.

To calculate convective heating at the stagnation

point, the Sutton-Graves equation was utilized. (See

ref. 34.) This equation, which is a correlation of nu-
merically obtained stagnation-point boundary-layer

solutions for flows in chemical equilibrium over a

range of flight conditions, may be expressed as

= c(*',,) -°5 {p}0.5lydia

By using this approximate stagnation-point so-

lution, convective heating is treated independently
of the rest of the problem; that is, the flow-field

and radiative heating solutions. Thus, the effects

of radiative absorption and blowing in the bound-

ary layer are not included in this analysis. In the

preceding equation, the constant C is a function of

the mass fraction, molecular weight, and transport

properties of the atmospheric base gases. For the

Niartian atmospheric composition listed in table 3,



the valueof C is 1.90270 x 10 -4 kgl/2/m, and for

the atmosphere of Earth its value is slightly lower,

1.74153 x 10 .4 kgl/2/m.

Radiative heat transfer is inherently coupled to

the flow-field solution. That is, radiative heat trans-

fer depends on the flow-field properties (in particular,

density and temperature), which are in turn affected

by the radiative intensity. (See ref. 35.) For this
reason, a simple correlation analogous to the Sutton-

Graves equation for convection does not exist for

radiative-heat-rate calculations, and a more complex

approach is required. The method used in this anal-

ysis to calculate the stagnation-point radiative heat

transfer was Sutton's inviscid equilibrium approach.

(See ref. 36.) Details of this method are provided in

the section "Computational Methods."

By assuming the flow to be inviscid (negligible
boundary layer) and in local thermodynamic and

chemical equilibrium, a conservative estimate of the

radiative heat rate is obtained. For example, in a

Pioneer Venus spacecraft analysis that was modeled

by a similar atmospheric composition (although the

density and entry velocity are higher), tile inviscid
results were shown to be approximately 30-percent

higher than the viscous solution (see ref. 37). Ab-

lative effects, which tend to lower tile radiative heat

rate through absorption in the boundary layer, are

not included in this analysis. For instance, during

Earth reentry, this reduction can be oil tile order of

20 percent to 50 percent (refs. 38 and 39). Therefore,

use of this inviseid equilibrium method results in a

fairly high preliminary estimate of the stagnation-

point radiative heat rate.

Integration of Interplanetary and Mars

Atmospheric Trajectories

Details of the interplanetary and atmospheric tra-
jectory simulations have been provided. However,

an important aspect of this research is to integrate
the trajectories such that a coupled simulation is ob-

tained. In this fashion, the interdependence of the

interplanetary and atmospheric trajectory options is

established. For example, the effects of a particular

interplanetary trajectory selection upon the atmo-

spheric entry conditions and the feasibility of aero-

braking can be examined.

This integration is done by patching the two tra-

jectories together at the Mars sphere of influence.

Thus, for a specific Earth-Mars transfer, a helio-

centric simulation is performed and integrated with

the Mars planetocentrie simulation. Prior to simu-
lating the Martian atmospheric passage, the vehicle

position and velocity vectors relative to Mars must
be obtained from the heliocentric data.

The initial velocity vector at Mars' SOl (hyper-

bolic excess velocity) is obtained by vector subtrac-

tion in an analogous method as described in the sec-

tion "Venus swing-by mode." However, obtaining

the initial position vector is not quite as straight-

forward. At Earth departure, the spacecraft is tar-

geted for the point in space where Mars will be at

the end of the outbound transfer. Because two-body
motion is assumed, th¢ Sun's gravitational attrac-

tion provides the only force thai; affects the vehicle

motion. Thus, from a heliocentric perspective, Mars

is reduced to a massless point. At the end of the

Earth-Mars transfer, the spacecraft has a certain he-

liocentric velocity and, therefore (given the velocity

vector of Mars), a specific hyperbolic excess velocity.

Based on the definition of the hyperbolic excess ve-

locity (the velocity that the spacecraft has above that
required to escape the planet's gravitational attrac-

tion), the vehicle must be at the edge of the Martian
SOI. Furthermore, because in the heliocentric analy-
sis the entire Martian SOI is assumed to be a mass-

less point, the vehicle can be placed at any position
on this sphere. Thus, the vehicle initial planetocen-

tric velocity is uniquely defined by the heliocentric

trajectory, but its planetocentric position is not. Its

planetocentric position remains variable, because any

position on the edge of the Mars SOI corresponds

to the same heliocentric point in space. This seem-

ingly coiffusing result is a by-product of tile two-body

approximation.

Another way to view this problem is to consider

an actual mission scenario. Upon Earth departure,

Mars and its SOI are so far away that from the

vehicle perspective the Martian system does appear

as a point. Furthermore, the gravitational attraction
of Mars is so small that its influence on the vehicle

motion can be ignored. Therefore, very small changes
in the Earth-departure velocity translate into major

changes in the vehicle arrival position relative to

Mars. In this manner, the vehicle can achieve any

position on the Martian SOI for approximately the

same departure velocity. Because this change in the

required departure velocity is insignificant, it is lost

in other uncertainties and can be thought of as being

part of the midcourse correction sequence.

From an energy standpoint, only the magnitudes

of the position and velocity vectors are significant.

Therefore, the initial energy of the hyperbolic trajec-

tory at Mars is also uniquely determined by the helio-

centric trajectory. Because any initial position on the

SOI may be chosen, one might expect it to be possible

to achieve any orbital inclination at Mars; however,
this is not the case. By defining an orbit's inclination,

the vehicle plane of motion is specified. By defini-

tion, this plane must contain the vehicle velocity and
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positionvectorsthroughouttime. Althoughthere
aremanypossibleinitial positionvectors,tile prob-
lemisrestrictedto oneinitial velocityvector.Thus,
theplaneof motionisdefinedastheplanecontain-
ingthevehicleinitial velocityvectorandoneof many
possibleinitial positionvectors.Both of thesevec-
torsmaybedefinedin termsof magnitude,rightas-
censiomanddeclination.As demonstratedin ref-
erence40, it is thedeclinationof tile initial velocity
vector(definedrelativeto theMarsequatorialplane)
that limits theachievableorbital inclination.If the
initial w_locityvectorischaracterizedbyagivendec-
linationd. the achievable orbital inclinations are in

the following range (ref. 40):

d< i< 180-d (in degrees)

Therefore, a polar orbit may always be achieved,

but an equatorial orbit is not possible for every in-

terplanetary trajectory without the use of either an

extra propulsive maneuver or aerodynamic forces.

This phenomenon may be extended to Earth re-
turn and requires the interplanetary transfer to yield

a hyperbolic excess velocity with declination at or
below 28.5 ° to rendezvous with the space station

(otherwise, a plane-changing maneuver must be per-

formed). However, this is not a difficult constraint

for the interplanetary trajectory to satisfy.

Computational Methods

Interplanetary Trajectory Simulation

To specify a particular interplanetary transfer, a

specifc form of Lambert's problem must be solved.
This classic problem refers to the situation in which

two position vectors and the time of flight between
them are known and either the initial or final ve-

locity vector must be found. At any point in time,

knowledge of both the position and velocity vectors

uniquely defines the heliocentric trajectory. To sim-

ulate the interplanetary portion of this analysis and

solve Lambert's problem, the Swing-by Stopover Op-

tinfization (SWISTO) program wa.s utilized. (See

ref. 41.) The program can simulate a variety of

one-way and round-trip interplanetary missions that
involve a general-vehicle model capable of perform-

ing as many as four impulsive high-thrust maneu-

vers and one gravitational swing-by. Lambert's prob-

lem is solved by using a three-dimensional patched

conic approach that iterates upon eccentric anom-

aly. In this rammer, the heliocentric-trajectory legs

are determined. With the heliocentric velocity vec-

tors determined, the respective planetoeentric vec-

tors (e.g., the hyperbolic excess velocity upon Mars

arrival VHp) may be obtained by vector subtraction
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as discussed in the section "Venus swing-by mode."

Then, for a given Mars parking orbit, this hyperbolic

excess velocity VHp may be translated into the peri-

apsis velocity Vp by using the conservation of energy

principle. That is,

Specific energy = Constant- IV]2 #

and therefore,

= IVHpI2+ Ir//

The required value of AV is determined by sub-

tracting the required orbital velocity. This is done

with the assumption that the arrival maneuver is per-

formed tangential to the velocity vector of the park-

ing orbit periapsis. The values of AV at Earth de-

parture, Mars departure, and Earth return may be
determined in a similar manner. In an aerobraking

scenario, a similar procedure is followed to determine

the magnitude of the entry velocity Vatm at the at-

mospheric interface ratm- In this case,

2#
tVatml= (IVHpt2+_) 1/2

With all the propulsive maneuvers defined by

their respective values of AV and with the vehicle

dry mass known (table 1), the rocket equation may

be applied to compute the vehicle propellant require-
ments and thus the initial vehicle weight in LEO.

This equation may be expressed as

AV = Ispg in [_m/j (Losses due to gravity, drag,
and thrust misalignment)

In this analysis, thrust misalignraent and drag losses

were neglected, and a 5-percent gravity loss was
included in the calculations of AV.

The heliocentric trajectory optimization process

is performed in terms of windows of mission dates;

that is, (for a direct mission) a window of possi-

ble Earth-departure, Mars-arrival, and Earth-return

dates. (For a Venus swing-by mission, a window of

Venus swing-by dates is also included.) By specifying

a constant 60-day Mars stopover, the Mars-departure

dates are implicitly specified by the Mars-arrival win-

dow. For convenience, the range of total trip time

was divided into 6-month increments (i.e., 1.0 to 1.5,

1.5 to 2.0, and 2.0 to 2.5). For a particular 3-month
launch window and subset of total trip times (e.g.,

2.0 to 2.5 years), the 3-month Earth-return window is



specified.Asshownin figure31,selectingabracketof
possiblestopoverdatescompletelydefinesbothlegs
of theround-triptrajectory.Unfortunately,thereis
nogeneralmethodto determinetheoptimalposition
of thestopoverbracketor the mostefficientlength
of eachtrajectoryleg.Therefore,astopoverbracket
wasinitially placedfairly closeto the Earth-return
window.By movingthis bracketbackwardin time
towardtheEarth-departurewindow,all thepossible
trajectorieswithin this total timeclasscallbesimu-
lated(fig.al).

With the use of SWlSTO, each window and

bracket was subdivided into 20 uniformly spaced in-

crements. Thus, within each 3-month launch win-

dow, 20 launch opportunities (1 every 5 days) were

defined and all the possible round-trip trajectory

combinations were simulated (400 for each launch

opportunity, corresponding to the possible combina-
tions of 20 Mars-arrival dates and 20 Earth-return

dates). From this, the transfer that resulted in the
minimum initial LEO weight was identified. At this

point, the most weight-efficient trajectory for the

given stopover bracket is known. However, as men-

tioned previously, this may not be the most effi-

cient placement of the stopover bracket. Thus, the

stopover bracket is moved and the process is repeated
until all possible trajectories in a particular launch

window and within a given total trip-time class are

simulated. After moving to the next Earth-departure

window, the entire process is repeated. In this man-

ner, LEO launches every 5 days were simulated over

a period of 15 years (2010 to 2025) for each of the

three sets of total trip time (e.g., 1.0 to 1.5, 1.5 to 2.0,

and 2.0 to 2.5 years).

By adding either an inbound or outbound Venus

swing-by, the problem becomes even more complex.
As shown in figure 32, there are now two brack-

ets whose optimal placement is unknown, and there

are three interplanetary legs. This addition creates
another dimension to the matrix of data through

which SWISTO must sort. Thus, instead of 400 pos-

sible transfers, 400 x N x _hi transfers were simu-

lated for each launch opportunity and each transfer

mode (where N is the number of stopover brackets
and _hi is the number of swing-by brackets). The

bounding trajectory cases in terms of hyperbolic ex-

cess velocity at both Earth and Mars were identi-

fied. These hyperbolic-excess-velocity extrema were

translated by using the energy equation to obtain the

bounding atmospheric entry conditions in the ease of

an aerobraking scenario. Bounding estimates were
also obtained for the initial required vehicle weight

in LEO. Overall, approximately 1.5 x 108 round-trip

interplanetary trajectories were simulated.

Atmospheric Trajectory Simulation

The atmospheric passage at Mars was simulated

by using the Program to Optimize Simulated Tra-

jectories (POST). This program (ref. 42) was origi-

nally written by Martin Marietta ill the early 1970's
as a Space Shuttle trajectory optinfization tool and

has since been used to solve a variety of performance

problems dealing with ascent, reentry, and orbital

maneuvers about a single planetary body. A par-

ticular problem is solved by integrating the equa-

tions of motion numerically. In a typical problem,

there are certain state variables (constraints) that

must achieve specific values to insure a successful

mission. Any other state variables that are not fixed

by the mission requirements (controls) are varied so
that the constraints are satisfied. Beginning with the

user-input values, POST adjusts the controls until
the constraints fall within their prescribed tolerances.

The value of each control is modified by first perturb-

ing these variables with respect to each constraint. In
this manner, partial derivatives are determined and

a weighted-gradient approach is utilized to improve
the controls.

The POST is constructed in a modular fashion

such that detailed vehicle, planet, and trajectory

models are relatively simple to adjust. Although
POST has been used to study aerobraking problems

before, these problems have generally involved lower

energy trajectories; therefore, several modifications

were required to complete this study. These modifi-
cations included adding viscous aerodynalnic effects

as a function of Knudsen number, adding convective

and radiative stagnation-point heat-rate calculations,

and adding the capability to input the initial state in
terms of orbital elements for hyperbolic trajectories

(previously possible only for closed orbits).

The planetoeentrie simulation was initiated at the

Mars SOl. Neither the initial-position vector (con-

trol variables) nor the orbital inclination is speci-

fied; however, the problem must start at the edge of

tile SOl. (Thus, the magnitude of the initial-position

vector is a constraint.) The vehicle initially follows

a hyperbolic trajectory whose periapsis is at some
unknown altitude within the Martian atmosphere.

Once in the atmosphere, the vehicle begins to lose

energy and its trajectory gradually becomes elliptic.
Tile simulation is concluded as the vehicle exits the

atmosphere; at this time, the vehicle must have the

proper energy and orbital inclination (two constraint

variables) to achieve its specified orbit. Thus, this

problem is defined by three constraints (exit energy,
exit inclination, and magnitude of the initial-position

vector) and three control variables (the three compo-
nents of the initial-position vector).
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Stagnation-Point Radiative Heating

Theinviscidequilibriumcode,RadiatingInviscid
FlowStagnationPoint (RIFSP),discussedin refer-
ences36and43.wasusedto calculatethestagnation-
pointradiativeheatingduringtheMarsatmospheric
passage.This approachsolvesa radiativclycou-
pled set of conservationequationsfor the stagna-
tion streamlineby usinga time-nlarchingcompu-
tational scheme. The time-asymptotictechnique
assumesthat the ilfitial valuesfor the flowfieldare
the propertiesbehinda normalshockwithoutradi-
ation. It then followsthe developmentof the flow
in aniterativefashion,with periodicupdatesof the
chemistryandradiationproperties,until a steady-
statesolutionisachieved.

The radiationmodelusedin this codeis anen-
hancedversionof the radiation(RAD) inodelde-
velopedby Nicolet. (Seeref. 44.) The effectsof
molecular-band,atomic-contilmum,andatomic-line
transitionsareincluded.Tile frequencyvariationof
the absorptioncoefficientis takeninto accountus-
ing tile linegroupconcept.Ill this approach,each
lille in a groupis eonlputedin detail,andan inte-
gratedabsorptioncoeI-ficientovera finite frequency
intervalis generatedfor usein the radiativetrans-
port solution.Thetransportiscomputedusingthe
tangent-slabapproximation,whichis valid for the
stagnationstreamlineof a largebhmtbodysuchas
tile oneinvestigatedin thisstudy.

Ratherthan integratingthis routine,whichre-
(tuiressignificantcomputationt,ime, into POST,a
singlettlree-dimensionaltable wascomputedand
input with eachatmospherictrajectorysinmlation.
This tablecontainedthepredictedstagnation-point,
inviscid,equilibrium,radiativeheatrateasa func-
tion of density,velocity,and effectivenoseradius
for tile atnmsphericconditionspresentat discrete
pointsalonga nominalatmosphericpass. (Seeta-
ble 6.) The stagnation-pointradiativeheat rate
alongother trajectorieswasobtainedwith this ta-
bleby interpolation.

Theatmosphericcompositionusedin thesecal-
culationswas97-percentCO2and3-percentN2,by
Inass.

Vehicle Packaging

The vehicle was packaged using the Solid Mod-

eling Aerospace Research Tool (SMART), a solid

geometry manipulation tool (ref. 45) developed at

NASA Langley Research Center. This software

package provides the capability to accurately gen-

erate and manipulate complex, three-dimensional

vehicle geometries. It is user-friendly and oper-

ates in a real-time environment. In this investiga-

tion, the component generation, manipulation, shad-

ing, and mass distribution options within SMART

were utilized. By providing a realistic, interactive,

three-dimensional visual capability, this analysis tool

greatly enhanced the aerobrake sizing and packaging

process.
hfitially, SMART was used to create scaled three-

dimensional models of the payload elements (the

habitation modules, propellant tanks, MEM, and the

Earth-return capsule), AFE surface, and subsonic

wake region. The payload elements were generated

by first creating primitive shapes (i.e., spheres, cones,
and cylinders) that were integrated into more com-

plex geometries. These elements were sized according
to references 5 and 18. The AFE surface and wake

region were generated by creating two-dilnensional

cross sections that matched the existing models ill
references 19, 30, and 33. These cross sections were

then integrated to form the final three-dimensional
surfaces.

Once the individual payload elements were gen-

erated, their respective vohHnes were fixed and they

were grouped together. Then, while holding the vol-
ume of each payload element constant, the wake re-

gion was enlarged until it completely enclosed the

required payload. (The require(t payload was de-
pendent on the Earth-return Inode and on the aero-

brake that was being packaged Mars or Earth.) At
this point, the payload elements were manipulated

to satisfy the vehicle center-of-gravity requirement.

This requirement caused the subsonic wake region

to be enlarged slightly. When the final configura-

tion was obtained (figs. 29 and 30), the size of the

AFE wake region was utilized to specify" a minimum
aerobrake size. Although figures 29 and 30 are or-

thogonal, SMART may also be used to create three-

dimensional perspective views.

Results and Discussion

Interplanetary Trajectory Simulation

The interplanetary portion of this analysis was

simulated so that not only the potential types of
Earth-Mars transfers, but also the characteristics

associated with each type of trajectory, could be

identified. For a direct mission (Earth-Mars-Earth)
with a total trip time between 1.0 and 1.5 years, the

variations in entry velocities and vehicle weight ratios

are shown in figures 33(a) and 33(b), respectively, as

a function of LEO launch date. Figure 33(a) shows

the variation in atmospheric entry velocity at Earth

and Mars. This is the inertial velocity at either 122 or

76 km altitude for Earth and Mars. In figure 33(b),

the minimum vehicle weight ratio I4._/Wf is shown.
This ratio represents the minimum mass that must be
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initiallyplacedin LEOforeverykilogramofpayload
returnedto LEOat theendof themission.

In all of the interplanetarytrajectoryresults,tile
weightratios are givenfor the all-propulsiveop-
tion,whichreturnsthehabitationmodulesandtruss
structureto LEO (propulsiveoption,Earth-return
mode1). As anexample,a vehiclesizedfora trip of
1.0to 2.0yearshasamassof6.1x 104kgat Earthre-
turn (table1). Thus,a Wi/Wf of 20.0 would require

an initial LEO mass of 1.22 x l06 kg. The weight

ratio of the other all-propulsive option, which re-

turns only a crew capsule (propulsive option, Earth-

return mode 2), is slightly lower and is not discussed

until the section "Atmospheric Entry Conditions."

(The initial LEO weight of the aerobraking option
is also presented in the section "Atmospheric Entry

Conditions.")

For each 3-month launch window, in which at

least one mission is possible, data are shown in fig-

ure 33(a) that represent the limits on atmospheric

entry velocity for any direct mission of 1.0 to 1.5

years. Also, the most efficient trajectory from a

weight standpoint within each 3-month launch win-

dow is denoted in figure 33(b). Launch dates for
which no data appear indicate a period in which the

vehicle could not accomplish the mission because of a

poor planetary alignment. For example, in the years

2010 and 2011 a direct mission of 1.0 to 1.5 years

cannot be performed by this class of vehicle.

Direct mode. As mentioned previously, fig-
ure 33 is illustrative of a direct mission of 1.0 to

1.5 years. A close look at this figure shows the ef-

fect of the 26-month synodic variation discussed pre-

viously; that is, the data are grouped together in

potential launch opportunities that are separated by
approximately 26 months. Furthermore, the effect

of the longer 15- to 17-year variation is also evident.
These figures show that careful launch-date selection

is not only important to assure a low weight ratio,
but also to provide an acceptable Earth-reentry ve-

locity. The extreme variation in Earth-reentry veloc-

ity versus launch date (11.5 to 21.0 km/sec) should be

noted. In a high-thrust interplanetary mission, the

minimmn Earth-reentry speed (assuming a parabolic

entry trajectory and an atmospheric interface of

122 kin altitude) is approximately 11.1 km/sec. Un-

like the Earth-reentry velocities, the Mars-entry ve-

locities remain within a fairly narrow range (5.8 to

11.0 km/sec). The minimum Mars-entry speed is ap-

proximately 5.1 km/sec (assuming a parabolic entry
transfer and an atmospheric interface of 76 km).

A wide range of weight ratios from as low as 50

to as high as 800 appear (fig. 33(b)). Because a

Mars mission that requires a large initial LEO weight

may be too costly to perform, a maximum vehicle

weight ratio of 100 was selected as a constraint in all

subsequent work. As shown in figure 33(b), weight-

efficient trajectories were defined as those character-

ized by vehicle weight ratios below 50.0. The re-

sults illustrated in figure 33 closely match those from
reference 46.

With the inclusion of the weight ratio limit (i.e.,

Wi/W f <_ 100) tile 1.0- to 1.5-year direct mission
scenario was reevaluated and the results are shown

in figure 34. As seen in the figure, only a few missions

are now practical. However, those Inissions that

remain feasible also tend to have lower Earth-entry

velocities (11.5 to 17.0 kin/see).

Trajectory characteristics of a very efficient di-

rect mission class (2.0 to 2.5 years long) are illus-
trated in figure 35. A chemically propelled direct

mission of this length yields low vehicle weight ra-

tios over much of the 15-year launch span (fig. 35(b))

and results in a greater frequency of achievable mis-

sion opportunities. Because only the effect of the

26-month cycle is represented in the entry condi-

tions, the atmospheric entry velocity becomes less
date-dependent (fig. 35(a)). Although the Earth-

reentry speeds still range front 11.5 to 16.5 km/sec,

fairly low entry velocities can be achieved at least

once every 26 months (as opposed to once every 15 to

] 7 years for the 1.0- to 1.5-year direct transfer). Also,

within each mission opportunity, a wider launch win-

dow exists over which low Earth-reentry velocities are
attainable.

These advantageous trajectory characteristics ap-
pear at the expense of an increased trip time. For

the inverted direct mission (fig. 13), an increased to-

tal trip time allows the vehicle to follow a longer, but

more energy-efficient, outbound transfer to Mars be-

fore a near-Hohmann inbound transfer is performed.

For a short (1.0- to 1.5-year) direct mission, this

was not the case. Accomplishing an inbound near-

Hohmann trajectory required a very quick inefficient

outbound trajectory, which resulted in a large vehi-
cle weight ratio. The Mars-entry velocities for the

2.0- to 2.5-year round trip, which range from 5.5 to

12.0 km/sec, vary in a fairly regular manner, similar

to those of the shorter trip.

Prom a weight standpoint, a mission of 2.0 to
2.5 years is the most practical of all the direct transfer

modes studied. The majority of the weight ratios

in this mission class are less than 50.0, and many
are less than 20.0. Also, because the high number

of launch opportunities unifornfly spans the entire

15-year cycle, mission flexibility is increased. The

efficiency of this mission class is reflected in the fact

that in the 1.5- to 2.0-year class transfer, the optimal

trajectories were clustered about the 1.9- to 2.0-year
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range. Furthermore,whena fewmissionsin the
2.5- to 3.0-yearclassweresimulated,the optimal
trajectorieswereall 2.5to 2.6yearslong. Because
theresultsofthe1.5-to 2.0-yearround-triptransfers
weresimilarto the2.0-to 2.5-yearcasein figure35,
theyarenotshown.

Althoughdirectmissionswithin this time class
(2.0to 2.5years)arecharacterizedby low weight
ratios,theyareconsideredratherlongfor aninitial
exeursioutype of manned Mars mission. However,

the 2.0- to 2.5-year direct transfers are well suited

for a Mars base strategy. If such a base exists

or is being assembled, this mission may be flown

by a number of vehicles in approximate 26-month

cycles. Such a scenario could be used as the basis

for personnel transfer and cargo exchange. For this

strategy, the 2.0- to 2.5-year mission is' the most

weight-efficient opposition-class mission. However,

if a longer mission time is not a significant factor,

the 2.5- to 3.0-year conjunction class missions (which

were not studied in this analysis) may be a more

suitable option because of the longer Mars staytime

and lower required initial LEO weight. (See ref. 11.)

Inbound Venus swing-by mode. In the in-

bomld swing-by trajectory mode (Earth-Mars-Venus-
Earth), the mission is generally composed of an effi-

cient near-Hohinann outbound leg and a decelerating

Vemls swing-by prior to Earth return. The results of

the 1.0- to 1.5-year mission cases are presented in

figure 36. The effect of involving a third celestial

body is immediately nmde evident by the relatively

sparse rmmber of possible missions. However, com-

pared with the 1.0- to 1.5-year direct transfers, in-

clusion of an inbound Venus swing-by has resulted in
both a lower weight ratio (as low as 22) and reduced

Earth-reentry velocities. (Compare figs. 34 and 36.)

The majority of these missions include Earth-reentry

velocities less than 14.0 kin/see, whereas the Mars-

entry velocity varies over essentially the same range

as in the direct mode (6 to 10 kin/see).

The data in figure 37 ilhlstrate the results from

the 1.5- to 2.0-year inbound swing-by mode. Al-

though not shown, most of these missions are of 1.6

to 1.8 years in duration. Compared with the 1.0- to

1.5-year case, approximately twice as many missions

are possible, l_lrthermore, these missions are charac-

terized by low Earth-reentry velocities and even lower

weight ratios than the 1.0- to 1.5-year mission (as low

as 16). Figure 37(a) shows that although the Earth-

reentry speed varies from 11.5 to 15.0 km/sec, most

of the possible missions include a reentry velocity in
the low end of that range. The Mars-entry velocity

varies over roughly the same range as noted previ-

ously (5.5 to 10.0 kin/see). Figure 37(b) shows that
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a possible mission exists near each celestial opposi-

tion, or on a cycle of approximately 21 to 30 months.
These results correlate well with those of reference 11.

The results of inbound swing-by missions of 2.0 to

2.5 years are presented in figure 38. A swing-by mis-

sion requires the optimization of three interplanetary

legs, and, because three efficient legs that also total

2.0 to 2.5 years are difficult to achieve, fewer possible
missions within this time class exist. Those that are

shown tend to be 1.9 to 2.1 years long; thus, results

similar to those in figure 38 are depicted. Once again,

the missions are characterized by low Earth-reentry

speeds (11.5 to 14.0 kin/see), steady Mars-entry ve-

locities (6.0 to 9.0 kin/see), and fairly low weight

ratios (as low as 40.0).

When all possible inbound swing-by missions are

compared without regard to flight time, an interest-

ing feature is noted. In contrast to the direct mode,

the longest swing-by missions are not necessarily the

most efficient from a weight standpoint. In a major-

ity of the launch opportunities in which the 1.5- to

2.0-year mission was possible, it was the most effi-

cient type of inbound swing-by transfer. Most of the

1.5- to 2.0-year inbound swing-by missions include a
vehicle weight ratio under 50, and a few are charac-

terized by a weight ratio under 20. Although not as
frequent as the 2.0- to 2.5-year direct transfers, these

missions do span the entire 15-year cycle and are well

suited to the initial manned excursion strategy.

Outbound Venus swing-by mode. In the

outbound swing-by trajectory mode (Earth-Venus-

Mars-Earth), the mission is generally composed of

a short transfer to Mars with an accelerating Venus

swing-by and an efficient near-Hohmann inbound leg.
The results of the 1.0- to 1.5-year case are illustrated

in figure 39. The Earth-reentry velocities range from

11.5 to 14.5 kin/see, whereas the Mars-entry speeds

range from 8 to 12 kin/see. Furthermore, these

missions could be accomplished with weight ratios
as low as 27.0. These results are similar in trend to

the inbound transfers of the same time class (fig. 36).

The next set of data, shown in figure 40,

illustrates the results from the 1.5- to 2.0-year out-

bound swing-by mode. As with the inbound swing-
by mode, the majority of these missions are clus-

tered about the 1.6- to 1.8-year time frame, and,

when compared with the 1.0- to 1.5-year outbound

case, approximately twice as many missions are pos-

sible. These outbound swing-by missions are char-

acterized by low to midrange Earth-reentry veloc-

ities (11.5 to 16.5 km/sec) and very low weight

ratios (as low ms 17.0). The Mars-entry speeds range

from 8 to 12 km/sec. These results also correlate
well with reference 11. For reasons similar to those



discussedin the section"InboundVenusswing-by
mode,"themissionsof 2.0to 2.5yearsaredifficult
to achieve.Thefewthat weresuccessfullyperformed
rangedfrom 1.9to 2.1yearsandcouldbegrouped
with the1.5-to 2.0-yearclassmission.Theseresults
arenotshown.

As in the caseof the inboundswing-bymission
scenario,the1.5-to 2.0-yearoutboundswing-bymis-
sionis the mostefficientfroma weightstandpoint.
Thesemissionsnotonlyspantheentire15-yearcycle,
but dosoin a mannerthat complementsthe exist-
inginboundswing-bylaunchdates.Therefore,when
the inboundandoutboundmissionsarecombined,
the total rangeof launchopportunitiesfor a 1.0-
to 2.0-yearinitial-excursion-classmissionis nearly
doubled.

E]Jicient exploration strategies. From the

interplanetary results presented, two efficient opposi-

tion-class transfer modes have emerged: the 2.0-

to 2.5-year direct transfer, and the 1.0- to 2.0-year

Venus swing-by transfer. Both of these transfer

modes result in efficient opposition-class transfers to

Mars. However, each is better suited for a particular

mission strategy. The 1.0- to 2.0-year Venus swing-

by mission is well suited for the initial-excursion-class
mission, while the longer, direct mission is a better

choice for the Mars base approach.

Figure 41 shows the minimum weight ratio pos-
sible as a function of trip time, transfer mode, and

braking method. Because this weight parameter is

of major significance to the mission planner, it is im-

portant that, regardless of the braking method, the

minima in this figure correspond to each of the strate-

gies discussed. For the longer mission scenario (2.0

to 2.5 years), the proper launch-date choice is not

critical; for this trajectory class, an efficient trans-

fer exists over the entire 15-year time span. These

missions are characterized by not only low weights,
but also low entry velocities. On the other hand,

the shorter, 1.0- to 2.0-year Venus swing-by mission

scenarios are more date dependent. Although inclu-

sion of both inbound and outbound swing-by modes

allows the range of potential launch dates to span

the entire 15-year period, the launch opportunities

are neither as frequent nor as long.

Launch Opportunities

At this point in the analysis, a subset of the

previously discussed interplanetary trajectories was

identified. The limiting characteristics of this group
of transfers were selected such that modest advances

in technology are required. Ideally, the mission

planner would like to minimize the required initial

weight in LEO, the Earth- and Mars-entry velocities,

and the total trip time. Maximizing the number

of possible launch opportunities and the length of
each opportunity is also desired. Unfortunately, all

these trajectory characteristics cannot be satisfied by

a given set of transfers; therefore, trade-offs must be
made.

Because this investigation is directed towards the

initial-excursion-class mission, for which a short trip

time is desired, further study was limited to trajec-

tories with trip times under 2.0 years. A maximum

vehicle weight ratio of 50.0 was also established as

a constraint on the trajectory efficiency. Because

the aerothermal environment at Earth return is gen-

erally thought of as more severe than at Mars ar-

rival (as noted by the larger and more varied range

of potential Earth-reentry velocities), the trajecto-

ries were limited to an Earth-reentry velocity below

12.5 km/sec. Because the Mars-entry velocity varies

in a relatively benign fashion, no restrictions were

placed on this parameter. Finally, a mininmm launch

opportunity of 20 days was imposed on the analysis.
As shown in figure 42, 11 potential mission op-

portunities exist that adhere to the four defined con-

straints. One of these opportunities is based on a

direct transfer, whereas the others are roughly split

between the inbound and outbound Venus swing-by

modes. Although not continuous, these mission op-

portunities do span the entire 15-year period of LEO

launch dates. In this figure, the size of each LEO

launch period is given in days. Figure 42 defines the

launch opportunities for a subset mission class within

the initial excursion scenario. Any trajectory con-

tained within this subset is characterized a,s (1) being

efficient from a weight standpoint (16.1 <_ Wi/_IQ <
50.0), (2) having a low Earth-return entry velocity

(11.44 <_ V_tm < 12.47 km/sec), (3) having a total

trip time of 1.0 to 2.0 years (as low as 1.2 years), and

(4) having a LEO launch period of at least 20 days
(maximum of 192 days). Also, the Mars-entry ve-

locity varies between 6.11 and 9.90 kin/see. These

trajectory characteristics are summarized in table 7.

Atmospheric Entry Conditions

The range of atmospheric flight conditions en-

countered by the trajectories just described is shown

in figure 43 at both Earth and Mars. By using a

Venus swing-by, the entry conditions at Earth are

generally below 14.0 km/sec. (See ref. 8.) However,
by careful selection of the interplanetary trajectory

at the mission planning stage, entry is limited to the

shaded regions of the figure (below 12.5 kin/see at

Earth return). By maintaining an entry velocity as

low as possible, the structural and thermal require-

ments placed on the aerobrake system are reduced.

This reduction is an example of the influence that
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the interplanetary trajectory selection has on the

technical systems required to support an aerobrak-

ing mission.

Because the Mars-entry velocity is not considered

a mission-enabling criterion, it is not constrained.

As a result, this parameter varies over a fairly wide

range (table 7). Of the 11 launch opportunities
(fig. 42), the four inbound swing-by missions are

characterized by Mars-entry velocities from 6.11 to

9.20 km/sec, while the six outbound swing-by mis-

sions are characterized by a slightly higher range of

Mars-entry conditions (7.38 to 9.90 km/sec). This

discrepancy exists because an outbound swing-by is

generally used to accelerate the Earth-Mars trans-

fer leg (thereby increasing the Mars-entry velocity),

whereas an inbound swing-by uses an energy-efficient

near-Hohmann transfer for the Earth-Mars leg.

At Mars arrival, the vehicle consists of payload,

structure, two aerobrakes, and the Mars-departure

propellant and tankage (figs. 29 and 30). For a fixed
payload and structural configuration, weight varia-

tions in the two aerobrakes and Mars-departure pro-

pellant requireInents affect the vehicle ballistic coeffi-

cient. As the spacecraft ballistic coefficient increases,

the vehicle tends to fly lower in the Martian atmo-

sphere. (See ref. 27.) As a result of flying through
a more dense atmospheric region, the aerothermal
environment becomes more severe and is another ex-

ample of the effect that the interplanetary trajectory

has on the feasibility of Mars aerocapture.

For the trajectories within the 11 launch opportu-

nities, the AV requirement of Mars departure (calcu-

lation presented in the section "Interplanetary Tra-

jectory Simulation") varies from 0.905 km/sec to

5.055 kin/see. The Earth and Mars aerobrakes were

assumed to weigh 15 percent of the weight that is
inserted into orbit; thus, the weight of the Earth

aerobrake depends on the Earth-return option cho-

sen. Referring to aerobrake Earth-return mode 1 as

the option in which the habitation modules are re-
turned to LEO and to acrobrake Earth-return mode 2

as the option in which only a small crew capsule

is returned to LEO, table 8 lists the four combina-

tions used to bound the vehicle weight at Mars ar-

rival. This table also lists the required size of each

Mars aerobrake to protect its cargo (see section "Ve-

hicle Packaging") and the resulting ballistic coeffi-
cients. The Mars-arrival ballistic coefficient varies

from 136.0 kg/m 2 (aerobake Earth-return mode 1,

AV = 0.905 kin/see) to 376.2 kg/m 2 (aerobrake

Earth-return mode 2, AV = 5.055 km/sec). In

this analysis, three ballistic coefficient configurations

were simulated; these configurations corresponded

to the two extreme values and a midrange value of

2O

276.9 kg/m 2 (aerobrake Earth-return mode 1, AV =

5.055 kin/see).

Mars Atmospheric Trajectory Simulation

The Mars planetocentric simulation begins as the

vehicle enters the planet SOI on a hyperbolic path.

Because the COSPAR atmospheric models include

high-altitude data, the atmospheric interface is spec-

ified at an altitude of 300 km during the atmospheric

simulation. In the interplanetary simulation, an in-

terface altitude of 76 km was specified because most
of the vehicle deceleration occurs below this altitude.

This variation in entry altitude has a minor effect

on the calculated entry velocity (a variance on the

order of 2 percent). For a successful aeromaneuver,

the vehicle flight path is elliptic at atmospheric exit
with an apoapsis altitude of 3.2972 × 104 km and

an inclination of 90 °. When apoapsis is reached, a

minor propulsive maneuver is performed to raise the

orbit periapsis to 500.0 km in altitude. Rather than

arbitrarily selecting entry velocities between 6 and

10 km/sec, the atmospheric simulation was based
upon the interplanetary trajectories that included ei-

ther an Earth- or Mars-entry velocity extrema, the

minimum initial vehicle weight, or the minimum total

trip time. This practice provided a realistic, complete

trajectory depiction of the particular trajectory sce-

narios of interest to the mission planner. For exam-

pie, of all the interplanetary trajectories simulated,

the minimum Earth-entry velocity of 11.44 km/sec
was achieved by an outbound Venus swing-by mis-

sion that departs LEO in October 2021 (Julian date
of 2459504) on a round-trip transfer of 1.40 years

(table 9). Because this .trajectory is characterized

as achieving the lowest Earth-reentry velocity, it is

of interest to the mission planner. Therefore, the

corresponding Mars-entry velocity of 9.46 km/sec is

chosen as a potential entry condition for the atmo-

spheric trajectory simulation. The characteristics of
this transfer and the others that correspond to ex-

treme interplanetary trajectory conditions are listed
in table 9.

Atmospheric entry of a vehicle with a

midrange ballistic coe O_cient. With the en-

try conditions provided in table 9, the Mars atmo-

spheric passage was simulated using POST. The re-
sults of this simulation for a ballistic coefficient of

276.9 kg/m 2 are presented in table 10; performance

data along both the entry corridor boundaries are

included. As illustrated in figure 44, a full lift-up

passage encounters a higher deceleration than the

corresponding full lift-down trajectory; thus, max-

imum deceleration is partially a functkm of bank



angle. Furthermore,astile Mars-entryvelocityis
increased,thevehiclemaximumencountereddecel-
erationincreases.This increaseddecelerationoccurs
because,asthe entryvelocityincreases,thevehicle
is requiredto depletea largeramountof velocityin
onlyaslightlylongerperiodof time.

As the entry velocityincreases,the full lift-up
trajectoryexceedsa 5g decelerationfor an entry
velocityof approximately7.3km/sec. Belowthis
speed,the entrycorridoris boundby the full lift-
upandfull lift-downtrajectories;however,for entry
velocitiesabove7.3km/sec,theentirecorridorisnot
consideredflyableand the lowercorridorboundis
specifiedby a constantbank-angletrajectorythat
achieves59. As shownin figure44, the minimum
possibledecelerationfor a givenentry velocityis
achievedby flying a full lift-downtrajectorythat
(for anyentry velocitybelow10km/sec)doesnot
exceedtheimposed59constraint.However,if a lower
decelerationlimit hadbeenselected(e.g.,3g), Mars

entry above 8.5 km/sec would not be possible for

a vehicle with this L/D. Because an entry-velocity
limit would restrict the number of possible Earth-

Mars interplanetary transfers, it is important that

the interplanetary and atmospheric trajectories are

not examined independently, but in an integrated
manner.

The entry corridor, as defined by the atmospheric-

interface flight-path angle, is shown in figure 45. The

entry corridor increases in width with entry velocity

until the full lift-up trajectory reaches the 5g limit

at 7.3 km/sec. At this point, the flyable entry cor-
ridor achieves its maximum width of 0.93 ° in flight-

path angle. As the entry velocity increases above

7.3 kin/see, the flyable corridor begins to narrow be-

cause of the 59 constraint. Therefore, as the entry
velocity increases, the flyable corridor initially in-

creases, achieves its maximum value when the full

lift-up trajectory encounters 5g, and then decreases
in width.

As shown in figure 45, the achievable aerody-
namic corridor continues to increase in width with

entry velocity. Because this achievable corridor is

defined as the corridor limited by the full lift-up and
full lift-down trajectories, its bounds are aerodynam-

ically determined and are not constrained to meet an

imposed deceleration limit. Physically, the increase

in the possible aerodynamic corridor size with en-

try velocity is a result of requiring the vehicle to

lose more energy as its entry velocity is increased,

such that it reaches the specified conditions upon at-

mospheric exit. To achieve this exit velocity at in-

creasing entry velocities, the vehicle must remain in

the atmosphere longer, thereby exerting more aero-

dynamic control over its flight path. (See section

"Entry-corridor definition.") A sinfilar result may

bc obtained by altering the specified capture orbit

and thereby altering the required energy loss. (See

ref. 29.) Thus, the entry corridor size is affected by

atmospheric conditions as well as interplanetary re-

quirements such as the Mars-arrival velocity and the
selected exit orbit.

When the interplanetary guidance requirements
are placed on the entry corridor, the range of entry

velocities for a successful aerocapture is restricted.

As shown in figure 45, the maximum corridor width is

0.93 ° at an entry velocity of 7.3 km/sec. If the guid-

ance requirements associated with the MRSR mission

are assumed (minimum 1.0 ° corridor width, 3-0 accu-

racy), high-energy aerobraking at Mars is not feasible

for a low L/D vehicle like the configuration modeled
in the present study. Furthermore, because this re-

sult is valid over the entire range of entry velocity, a

low L/D Mars aerobrake is not feasible regardless of
the interplanetary transfer chosen. This limitation

can be alleviated by allowing the vehicle to generate

more aerodynamically induced control. To accom-

plish this, either the vehicle L/D must be increased,
or an exit orbit that requires a greater energy loss

must be selected. Of the two proposed techniques,
the second method will result in increased decelera-

tion and increased aerothernml environment. There-

fore, if the guidance errors on the order of those as-
sociated with the MRSR mission are assumed, the

vehicle L/D must be increased.

If measurements obtained from the optical navi-

gation system can be utilized until entry, aerobraking
at Mars with this vehicle is feasible from a navigation

standpoint, but the corridor is restricted to entry be-

low 8.6 km/sec (fig. 46). This estimate of navigation

error (minimum 0.5 ° corridor width, 3-or accuracy)

does not incorporate the effects of atmospheric, mid-

course correction or trim angle-of-attack uncertain-
tics. Inclusion of these error sources could drive the

0.5 ° corridor width to approximately 0.8 ° and will

further limit the allowable entry-velocity range. (See

ref. 28.) Increasing the mininmm allowable corridor
width creates an interesting effect. If the minimunl

required corridor width is above 0.51 ° (the corridor

width for entry at 5.95 km/sec), the entry-velocity

envelope is restricted from both ends of the veloc-

ity range. As shown in figure 46, imposing a 0.8 °

guidance constraint requires the entry velocities to be

between 6.6 and 7.8 km/sec. Therefore, in general,

not only does a maximum entry velocity exist (above

which the 5g constraint yields a corridor width that

is too small), but a minimum entry velocity also

exists (below which the vehicle cannot exert enough

aerodynamic control over its trajectory).
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Theseentry-velocityrestrictionsimposedby the
interplanetaryguidancerequirementsimpacttheto-
tal numberof potentialmissions.As shownin fig-
ure47,severalof the launchwindowsthat met the
imposedinterplanetaryrequirements(fig.42)donot
adhereto a minimumcorridorwidth of 0.5°;there-
fore,thesemissionsarenot possiblein anaerobrak-
ingscenariothat utilizesa lowL/D shapeat Mars.
Also,severalother launchwindowshavebeenre-
ducedin size.Thissituationbecomesworseasthe
guidancerequirementsincrease(fig.48),until noin-
terplanetarytrajectorypossibilitiesremainfor a re-
quiredcorridorwidth above0.93°, asin the MRSR
scenario.Hence,thewidth of theflyableentrycor-
ridor is anotherfactor that affectsthe selectionof
a completetrajectory.Becausea Mars-entryveloc-
ity constraintwasnot appliedto the interplanetary
analysis(inwhichminimumLEOweightwasthepri-
maryconcern),moretrajectoriesthan thoseshown
in figures47and48actuallyexist; however,these
trajectoriesrequirethevehicleinitial LEOweightto
besignificantlyincreased.

Alsolistedin table10arethemaximumstagnation-
pointheatratesforvariousentryvelocities(including
bothconvectiveandradiativeeffects).Forthis con-
figuration,whichischaracterizedby,aneffectivenose
radiusof 20In, the aerothermalenvironmentvaries
fromnegligibleto approximately360W/cm2. Ingen-
eral,areusableheatshield_ref.27)isnot feasiblefor
a heatrateabove50W/cruZ;therefore,themajority
of theseatmosphericpassagesrequireeitheranabla-
tivethermalprotectionsystemorsomeformofactive
cooling(e.g.,transpirationcooling).Asshownin fig-
ure49,fora vehiclewithagivenballisticcoefficient,
themaximumstagnation-pointheatrateis largelya
functionof entryvelocity.Someminorcontrolover
themagnitudeof thestagnation-pointheatratecan
beachievedby varyingthebankangleandthusfly-
ing in a differentatmosphericregion;however,the
primaryfactoraffectingthemaximumachievedheat
rateisentryvelocity.

Figures50 to 52showthe relativerolesof con-
vectiveandradiativeheatingin thetotalstagnation-
point heat-ratepicture.As shownin figure50,the
heatingisalmostcompletelytheresultof convection
(only 4 percentof the total heat rate maybe at-
tributed to tim radiativeshocklayer)at an entry
velocityof 5.95km/sec.However,asshownin fig-
ure51 for anentryvelocityof 7.08km/sec,thera-
diativeeffectsaccountfor approximately53percent
ofthemaximumtotalheatrate.At anentryvelocity
of 9.79kin/see(fig. 52),the radiativeeffectsdomi-
natetheaerothermalenvironment,whichhasbecome
about84percentradiative.Becauseradiativeheat-
ing increasesmorerapidly thanconvectiveheating

withvelocity,whentheradiativecontributionto the
total heatratebecomessignificant,theaerothermal
environmentcanbecomerelativelysevere.

If entryis limitedto lessthan8.6km/sec(bythe
mostoptimisticguidancerequirements),the maxi-
mumstagnation-pointheatrateisbelow190W/era2
(dependingon thepreciseentryvelocityandthese-
lectedbankangle).Therefore,overamajorityof the
entrycorridor,eitheranablativeheatshieldoranac-
tivecoolingsystemiswarranted.If areusablether-
malprotectionsystem(TPS)isamissionconstraint,
thenumberof missionopportunitiesis significantly
reducedto thosecharacterizedbyaMars-entryveloc-
ity below6.7km/sec.Theopportunitiesthat meet
the 0.5° corridorwidth constraintand experience
very little radiativeheatingareshownin figure53.
If a requiredcorridorwidth of 0.8° is includedasa
missionconstraint,additionof thereusableTPSre-
quirementseverelylimitsthenumberofpossiblemis-
sionopportunities.That is,themajorityof missions
that allowareusableTPS(entrybelow6.7km/sec)
donotmeettheminimumcorridorrequirementsim-
posedby guidanceinaccuracies(entrybetween6.6
and 7.8km/see). Hence,a reusableTPSmission
constraintseverlyhampersmissionflexibility.

Atmospheric entry of a vehicle with a high
ballistic coejficient. Performance data obtained

by simulating the atmospheric passage of a vehicle
with a ballistic coefficient of 376.2 kg/m 2 are listed
in table ll. When the vehicle maximum encountered

deceleration is examined, a striking similarity to
the vehicle with the midrange ballistic coefficient is

apparent. (See fig. 44.) Once again, the full lift-

up trajectory reaches the 5g constraint for an entry
velocity of approximately 7.3 km/scc. Therefore, as

in the simulations with a midrange ballistic vehicle,

the entry corridor is bound by the full lift-up and

full lift-down cases as long as the entry velocity is

below 7.3 km/sec. Above this limiting entry velocity,

the corridor is bound by the full lift-down and 5g
constraining trajectories.

Figure 54 shows the resulting entry corridor in
terms of the flight-path angle at the Martian atmo-

spheric interface. In comparison to figure 46, the

size of the entry corridor has not been changed (to
within 0.01 °) by increasing the vehicle ballistic co-

efficient. Once again, the entry corridor increases

in width until its maximum value of 0.93 ° (for an

entry velocity of 7.3 km/sec) is reached; as the en-

try velocity is increased above 7.3 km/sec, the cor-
ridor narrows as a result of the imposed 5g limit.

The shape of this curve is similar in trend to that in

figure 46; however, the two curves differ in the mag-

nitude of _atrn- For the same entry conditions, a
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vehiclewith a higherballisticcoefficientdecelerates
in a loweratmosphericregion;therefore,the entry
flight-pathangleis steeper(morenegative). The
fact that the vehicleis flyingdeeperinto the atmo-
sphereisshownbycomparingtheminimumaltitude
columnsin tables10and11.

Becausethetwocorridorsin figures46and54are
approximatelythesamewidth, the useof a higher
ballistic coefficienthasnot alteredthe interplane-
tary guidancerestrictionsimposedon entry veloc-
ity. Thus,only missionsthat yield the acceptable
rangeof Mars-entryvelocities(below8.6km/secfor
the0.5° corridorwidth) shouldbeconsideredfeasi-
ble(fig.47). In thesamemanner,if a 0.8° corridor
widthisrequired,theentryvelocitymustbebetween
6.6and7.8kin/see(missionopportunitiesshownin
fig.48). Onceagain,if a flight-path-angletolerance
ontheorderofthat usedbytheMRSRprogramisa
constraint(minimum1.0° corridorwidth),this con-
figurationisnot a feasibleMarsaerobrakeshape.

As inentionedpreviously,a vehiclewith a higher
ballisticcoefficientdeceleratesdeeperinto theatmo-
sphere,andtherefore,intoamoredenseatmospheric
region.Thisconfiguration(S = 700m2) is slightly
smallerthanthemidrangeballisticcoefficientconfig-
uration(S = 1060m2),whichwouldtendto decrease
theradiativecontributionto thetotalheatratewhile
slightly increasingthe convectiveheatrate. How-
ever,theeffectof thissmallchangein noseradiusis
relativelyminorcomparedwith theeffectof density
on thestagnation-pointheatrate. Asshownin fig-
ure55,themaximumstagnation-pointheatratefor
thisconfigurationvariesfromnegligibleto approxi-
mately550W/cm2. Comparedwith figure49, the
encounteredheat rate increasessubstantiallywith
ballisticcoefficient.Onceagain(seetable 11),the
heatingis mainlyconvectiveat the lowerentry ve-
locitiesbut graduallybecomesradiativeuntil these
effectsdominateat the higherentryvelocities.Fur-
thermore,whenthe atmosphericpassageis limited
by eitherset of guidanceconstraints(to velocities
below8.6km/secor between6.6and 7.8 km/sec),

an ablative heat shield is required over the major-

ity of the remaining entry conditions. A reusable
TPS would restrict the entry-velocity envelope to be-

low 6.7 km/sec where radiative effects are negligible.

Once again, this constraint does not mesh well with

either set of guidance requirements; this incompati-

bility causes a significant reduction in the number of

possible missions.

Atmospheric entry of a vehicle with a low

ballistic coefficient. The performance data ob-

tained by simulating the atmospheric trajectories for
a vehicle with a ballistic coefficient of 136.0 kg/m 2

are listed in table 12. Once again, when the maxi-

mum encountered deceleration is examined, similar

results to those presented in tables 10 and 11 are ob-

tained (fig. 44). As shown in figure 56, tile fllll lift-up

trajectory for this configuration reaches the 5g con-
straint for an entry velocity of 7.3 kin/see. There-

fore, over the entire range of possible ballistic coef-

ficients, the corridor is bounded by the full lift-up
and full lift-down cases for any entry velocity below

7.3 kin/see. Above this velocity, the flyable entry
corridor is only a portion of the achievable corridor

and is bounded by the full lift-down and 5g limiting

trajectories. Although this _mrobrake configuration
decelerates higher in the atmosphere, the trajectory

periapsis is still in the continuum flow regime; there-
fore, transitional and free-molecular effects are min-

imal for Martian aerocapture.

By decelerating higher in the atmosphere, the
aerothermal environment is reduced such that it

varies from being negligible to approximately

130 W/era 2 (fig. 57). As with the midrange ballis-

tic coefficient, this vehicle has an effective nose ra-

dius of 20 m; however, a comparison of figures 49
and 57 shows that the maximum stagnation-point

heat rate experienced by this less-massive configura-

tion is greatly reduced. Once again, convective ef-
fects dominate the thermodynamic environment at

lower velocities, whereas radiative effects become sig-

nificant at the higher entry velocities. However, as is

evident from table 12, the radiative contribution to

the total stagnation-point heat rate is not as strong
as in the other two cases that decelerate in denser

regions of the Martian atmosphere.

For entry velocities below 8.6 kin/see (as dictated

by the most optimistic navigation requirements), the
maximum heat rate is below 85 W/cm 2. Further-

more, if a reusable aerobrake TPS is a mission re-

quirement, a lower ballistic coefficient configuration

allows a broader range of entry velocities to be con-

sidered. In this case, the entry-velocity envelope is

below 7.6 km/sec, which is a substantially different

thermodynamic scenario than in the midrange and

high ballistic coefficient eases (where an ablative sur-

face was required over all entries above 6.7 km/sec).

Compared with figure 53, a wider range of mis-

sion opportunities exists that can meet this Mars-

entry-velocity constraint (Vatm < 7.6 km/sec); these
mission opportunities are presented in figure 58.

However, the number of possible missions is still sig-

nificantly lower than if an ablative aerobrake is used.
This same effect is noted if the 0.8 ° corridor con-

straint is imposed. That is, a broader overlap ex-

ists between the navigation requirements (entry be-

tween 6.6 and 7.8 km/sec) and the TPS constraints

(entry below 7.6 km/sec). Thus, a low ballistic
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coefficientconfigurationexperiencesanaerothermal
environmentin whicha reusablethermalprotection
systemmaybe usedovera slightlybroaderrange
of entryconditionsthanwith the midrangeor high
ballisticcoefficient.However,basedonguidancecon-
siderations,requiringa reusableTPSmaystill bea
majorconstraintuponthetotal numberof allowable
missions.Furthermore,becausethe ballisticcoeffi-
cient(definedasm/CDS) is a flmction of both the

interplanetary (m) and atmospheric trajectories (S
and CD), it is another means by which these two

trajectories are coupled.

EJ]ect of ballistic coeI_icient on atmospheric

passage. In this investigation, a relatively wide
range of ballistic coefficients was simulated dur-

ing the Mars aerocapture. Because of the Mars-

departure propulsive requirements (which vary with
interplanetary trajectory between 0.905 and

5.055 km/sec), the ballistic coefficient ranged from
136.0 to 376.2 kg/m 2. As shown in figure 44, the

maximum deceleration is not significantly affected by
the range of ballistic coefficients that are applicable

to a manned Mars mission (the greatest variation
is 0.06g or 0.588 m/see2). To further illustrate this

point, a particular atmospheric trajectory was sim-

ulated (full lift-down, Vatm = 9.79 km/sec) over a

wider range of ballistic coefficients (i.e., rn/CDS =
2769.0, 276.9, and 27.69 kg/m2). As shown in fig-

ures 59 and 60, the three vehicle configurations fol-

low different atmospheric flight paths while losing the

same amount of velocity. However, because the at-

mospheric passage times are approximately the same
(to within 50 see in 700), the maximum encountered

decelerations are approximately equal. Hence, for

a low L/D vehicle, if the aerobraking maneuver in-
volves a fixed velocity decrement, the maximum de-

celeration is mainly specified by velocity and bank

angle, not ballistic coefficient.

The effect of ballistic coefficient on the entry-
corridor width is also minimal. The ballistic coef-

ficient does not affect the corridor size, because all

three vehicle configurations (m/CDS = 136.0, 276.9,

and 376.2 kg/m 2) achieve a majority of the re-

quired deceleration under continuum flow conditions.

Hence, transitional and free-molecular aerodynamic

effects are of minor importance in a Mars aerobrak-

ing analysis. This result is shown in figure 61, which

superimposes the entry corridors of figures 46, 54,
and 56.

Although the entry-corridor width is unaffected

by ballistic coefficient, its placement in the atmo-

sphere is largely a function of this parameter. For

a given flight condition (fig. 61), as the ballistic

coefficient is increased, the entry flight-path angle

becomes steeper (more negative); therefore, the ve-

hicle decelerates at lower altitudes. Thus, the ballis-

tic coefficient is largely responsible for the encoun-

tered atmospheric density profile. By influencing the

encountered density regime, the ballistic coefficient

significantly affects the severity of the encountered
aerothermal environment. This fact is evident when

figures 49, 55, and 57 are compared. In this analysis,

the effective nose radius was held fairly constant (be-

tween 16.3 and 20 m). Thus, the major influence of

the ballistic coefficient on the maximum stagnation-

point heat rate is the specification of the density

regime. In addition to controlling the magnitude of
the total heat rate, the ballistic coefficient affects the
relative contributions of the radiative and convective

heat rates. However, the significance of radiative and

convective heating in the stagnation region is also a

function of the atmospheric entry velocity.

As the entry velocity increases, the maximum

stagnation-point heat rate increases, as does the

relative contribution of the radiative effects; this

result is shown in figure 62. In this figure, the
fraction of the total maximum heat rate due to

radiative effects is plotted versus entry velocity for

each of the three ballistic-coefficient configurations.

It is evident that at very low Mars-entry velocities
(below 6.2 km/sec), the aerothermal environment

may be assumed to be purely convective regardless
of ballistic coefficient. That is, the radiative effects

account for less than 20 percent of the total heat

rate. However, as the entry velocity is increased, the

significance of radiative heating varies with ballistic

coefficient. For entry of a configuration with a high
ballistic coefficient, radiation is the source of at least

80 percent of the total heat rate at entry velocities

above 8.5 kin/see; for a midrange ballistic coefficient,

this is not true until the entry velocity is above
9.0 km/sec. For the low ballistic coefficient, radiative
effects never dominate the aerothermal environment

(radiation never accounts for 80 percent or more of

the total heat rate).

One of the objectives of this analysis was to estab-

lish some general guidelines for the type of heating

present in the stagnation region of a large, blunt ve-

hicle aerobraking at Mars. For an aerobrake configu-

ration consistent with the requirements of a manned
Mars mission, the magnitude of the aerothermal en-

vironment and the type of heating present at the

stagnation point are functions of both entry veloc-

ity and ballistic coefficient. General guidelines can

be established as to the significance of including

convective and radiative calculations in the heating
analysis. These guidelines should not be taken as

rigidly defined rules, but rather as an estimate of the

relative effects of radiative and convective heating
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duringMarsaerocapture.As listed in table 13, these

guidelines are dependent upon ballistic coefficient.

Also, the magnitudes of the convective and radiative

stagnation-point heat rates are presented along with

the potential atmospheric flight domain in figure 63.

prom figures 62 and 63, it is clear that unless the at-

mospheric passage is performed at a very low entry

velocity (below 6.2 km/sec), the effects of radiation

should be included in the stagnation-region flow-field

analysis. As the entry velocity is increased, the radia-
tive effects dominate the aerothermal environment.

Because interplanetary missions with a Mars-entry

velocity below 6.2 km/sec are relatively sparse and
are limited in corridor width, the effect of radiation

on the total heat rate should not be neglected in Mars

aerobraking studies that utilize a large, blunt shape.

Comparison of Propulsive and

Aerobraking Options

If no constraint is placed on the type of Mars

aerobrake TPS, the possible mission scenarios (those

that meet the interplanetary and atmospheric en-

try constraints) are shown in figure 47 for a mini-
mum corridor width of 0.5 ° . To compare the initial

LEO weight saved by aerobraking at Mars, the most

weight-efficient propulsive trajectory was identified
within each launch window. For each of these tra-

jectories, the required LEO weight in an aerobraking
scenario was calculated. Table 14 shows the weight

comparison for the two Earth-return modes. As

demonstrated in figure 41, the aerobraking missions

require a significantly lower initial LEO weight. This

weight reduction ranges from 19 percent to 59 per-
cent and is shown graphically for each of tile two

Earth-retnrn modes in figures 64(a) and 64(b). In

addition to reducing the required initial LEO weight,

aerobraking upon Mars arrival tends to lower the

variance in initial weight and provide increased mis-

sion flexibility (table 14).
Prom these results it is evident that the most ef-

ficient propulsive mission is not necessarily the most

efficient acrobraking mission. In a propulsive op-
tion, the optimal trajectory is the one that min-

imizes the initial LEO weight based on four ma-

jor burns. For a specific planetary alignment, the

most weight-efficient trajectory may require rela-

tively large Earth- and Mars-departure burns corn-

pared with the Mars-arrival and Earth-return AV

requirements. On the other hand, under the con-

straints of a different planetary alignment, the most

efficient trajectory may utilize relatively large Mars-
arrival and Earth-return burns compared with the

departure requirements.
In an aerobraking scenario, the Mars-arrival and

Earth-return propulsive requirements are assumed to

be negligible. Thus, the most weight-efficient trajec-

tory is the one that minimizes the initial LEO weight

based on the departure burns only; in general, this

trajectory does not correspond to the most weight-

efficient all-propulsive trajectory. Therefore, in an

aerobraking scenario, to obtain the optimal mission
based on initial weight considerations, the interplan-

etary optimization process must be altered. This is

another example of the interdependency of the inter-

planetary and atmospheric trajectory characteristics

in a mission that features high-energy aerobraking.

Conclusions

Manned Mars missions departing low-Earth or-

bit (LEO) in the time frame 2010 to 2025 were ana-

lyzed to identify preferred mission opportunities and
the associated vehicle and trajectory characteristics.

Two chemically propelled vehicle options were con-

sidered: (1) an all-propulsive configuration, and (2) a

configuration that employs aerobraking at Earth and

Mars with low lift-drag (L/D) shapes. The major

findings of this investigation are as follows:

1. Two distinct types of weight-efficient Mars

mission strategies have been identified. These strate-

gies are a 1.0- to 2.0-year mission that generally

involves the use of a Venus swing-by and a 2.0-

to 2.5-year direct transfer. Efficient transfers as short

as 1.2 years were found; however, most of the swing-

by missions are clustered about 1.6 to 1.8 years in

total trip time. Because of its cyclic nature, the 2.0-

to 2.5-year direct scenario is applicable to an inter-

planetary program that has a permanently manned

Mars base as its goal, whereas the 1.6- to 1.8-year

Venus swing-by transfer is better suited for the ini-
tial manned exploration of Mars.

2. Eleven 1.0- to 2.0-year round-trip mission op-

portunities were identified between 2010 and 2025.

The interplanetary transfers within each opportunity

are characterized by a vehicle weight ratio Wi/WI
below 50. Also, these transfers are characterized

by relatively low Earth-return velocities (11.5 to

12.5 kin/see) and Mars-entry velocities between 6.0

and 10.0 km/sec. Although these launch oppor-
tunities are neither as frequent nor as wide as for

the longer transfers, a major portion of tile 15-year

launch-date cycle is spanned,

3. A low LID Mars aerobrake configuration (L/D

< 0.28) is not feasible without substantial improve-

ments in the interplanetary navigation system. If the

present Mars Rover Sample Return (MRSR) navi-

gation tolerance is selected as a mission constraint

(minimum 1.0 ° corridor width, 3-a accuracy), this

study shows that, regardless of entry velocity, a low

L/D vehicle cannot exert enough control authority

to be considered feasible. Hence, a hypersonic L/D
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significantlygreaterthan0.28is requiredfor Mars
aeroeapture.

4. Even with a reduction in the interface flight-

path-angle error, aerodynamic requirements signifi-

cantly restrict the number of mission opportunities.

Whether this reduction is achieved through advanced

technology or the use of optical measurements until

just prior to entry, a low L/D shape is only feasible
over a limited range of entry conditions because of

the effect of the 59 limit incorporated in this study

for physiological concerns. The extent of this entry-

velocity restriction depends on the increase in naviga-

tion accuracy achieved. Mars entry was shown to be

restricted to velocities below 8.6 km/sec for a mini-
mum corridor width of 0.5 ° and to velocities between

6.6 kin/see and 7.8 kin/see for a minimum corridor
width of 0.8 ° .

5. For a large, blunt Mars aerobrake configura-
tion, radiative heatin 9 is a significant issue. These

effects should not be neglected in a Mars aerocapture

thermodynamic analysis unless the entry velocity is

very low. Depending on the ballistic coefficient, the

radiative contribution to the total stagnation-point
heat rate can be significant for entry velocities as low

as 6.2 km/see. Furthermore, the stagnation-point
aerothermal environment may become dominated by

radiative effects (at least 80 percent of the total heat

rate due to radiation) at entry velocities as low as

8.5 kin/see.

6. The large stagnation-point heat rates associ-

ated with radiative heating dictate the use of an ab-

lative or actively cooled thermal protection system

(TPS) for a majority of the Mars aerocapture ma-

neuvers. If the mission profile includes the use of a

reusable TPS, the range of allowable entry velocities
is significantly reduced. The extent of this restriction

is largely a function of ballistic coefficient. For ballis-

tic coefficients of 276.9 kg/m 2 and 376.2 kg/m 2, use

of a reusable TPS required the entry velocity to be

below 6.7 kin/see. However, because entry at such

a low velocity does not allow the vehicle much cor-

ridor width, this constraint does not mesh well with

guidance requirements. This problem is partially al-

leviated by use of a lower ballistic-coefficient configu-

ration. For a ballistic coefficient of 136.0 kg/m 2, en-

try was limited to below 7.6 kra/sec; thus, a slightly

larger overlap existed between thermal and guidance

requirements. However, use of such a low ballistic

coefficient is not generally possible while achieving

an efficiently packaged vehicle confguration.

7. In an aerobraking scenario, the mission and

optimization process must be altered to include the

integrated interplanetary and atmospheric trajectory

effects. By defining the range and variation of en-
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try velocities at both Earth and Mars, the possible
variance of these velocities has been shown to be a

significant concern. For example, when the transfer

is properly chosen, a weight-efficient trajectory with

entry-condition ranges as low as 6.0 to 7.0 km/sec at

Mars arrival and 11.5 to 12.5 km/sec upon Earth re-

turn may be achieved. On the other hand, a poor

trajectory choice may result in Mars-entry speeds

as high as 13.0 km/sec or an Earth-reentry veloc-

ity as high as 18.0 km/sec. This investigation has
also shown that the interplanetary transfer influences

the atmospheric flight path by specifying the Mars-

arrival weight and thus affecting the ballistic coeffi-

cient. Conversely, the atmospheric trajectory places

constraints upon the interplanetary transfer. These

restrictions limit the allowable entry velocity and

stem from: (1) an imposed maximum deceleration

requirement, (2) a minimum corridor-width require-

ment, and (3) TPS requirements. Therefore, if the

benefits associated with high-energy aerobraking are
featured in a mission scenario, the relationship be-

tween the interplanetary and atmospheric trajecto-

ries must be included at the mission planning stage,
and the optimization process must be altered based

on whether the mission is purely propulsive or fea-

tures aerobraking.

In summary, by substantially reducing the re-

quired initial LEO weight, acrobraking is an at-
tractive feature of manned Mars missions. Com-

pared with an all-propulsive configuration, the use of

aerobraking at Mars entry and Earth reentry resulted

in initial LEO weight savings as high as 59 percent.
The variance in initial LEO weight is also lowered

and thereby provides mission flexibility. However,

by including aerobraking in the mission profile, sev-

eral additional requirements that pertain to the at-

mospheric passage must be satisfied. Finally, based

on near-term technology, an aerobrake configuration

with a hypersonic L/D higher than 0.28 is required
for Mars aerocapture.

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
June 15, 1990
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Table 1. Vehicle Component Dry-Mass Estimate

Vehicle

component

2 habitation modules (ref. 5)

Truss structure and

support equipment

Lab module (ref. 5)

MEM* (refs. 5 and 18)

Probes

Outbound payload

Terminal payload

mdropped at Mars

Mass for

1- to 2-year

round-trip

mission, kg

50 x 103

11

76

Mass fo:

2- to 2.5-year

round-trip

mission, kg

57 x 10a

14

16

100

7

194 x 103

87

107

137 x 103

61

76

*Sized for operation from 500 km x 32 972 km orbit, Inclination = 90 °.

Table 2. Celestial Data

Parameter Sun Earth Mars Venus

Equatorial radius, km

Gravitational parameter, km3/s 2

Mass relative to Earth

Mean distance from Sun, km

Sphere-of-influence radius, km

Mean orbital speed, km/sec

Atmospheric interface altitude, km

Rotation rate, rad/sec

696 000

1.327 x 1011

333432

6378

3.986 x 105

1

1.495 x 108

9.235 x 105

29.79

121.92

7.2722 x 10 -5

3380

4.305 x 104

0.108

2.278 x 108

5.777 x 105

24.14

30O.00

7.07763 x 10 -5

6 187

3.257 x 105

0.817

1.081 x 108

6.159 x 105

35.04
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Table3. MarsAtmosphericProperties

Composition,*percentmass:

CO2 ....................... 96.68
N2 ........................ 1.74
Ar ........................ 1.47
02 ........................ 0.11

Meanmolecularweight,kg/kg-mole .......... 43.54
Average-_ ..................... 1.2966

Nominal molecular diameter (ref. 32), m .... 4.64 ×10 -l°

*A 97% CO2, 3% N2 composition was assumed in radiative

heating calculations.

Table 4. Interplanetary Guidance-System Performance

3-a error in Mars-entry
System flight-path angle

Earth-based radio tracking (ref. 28)

Earth-based radio tracking supplemented by

optical sightings of Deimos until 2 hours prior
to entry (ref. 29)

Earth-based radio tracking supplemented by

optical sightings of Deimos until entry (ref. 29)

=1=1.8°

+0.5 °

=k0.25 °

Table 5. Aerobrake Size Comparison Survey

MSFC* SAIC* Boeingt

Parameter This study (fig. 1) (fig. 2) (fig. 3)

Mars aerobrake surface area, m 2

Mars aerobrake base diameter, m

Earth aerobrake surface area, m 2

Earth aerobrake base diameter, m

700.0 or 1060.0

30.0 or 37.0

18.5 or 395.0

4.9 or 22.9

460.0

24.4

460.0

24.4

460.0

24.4

102.0

11.4

485.0

25.0

380.0

22.2

MMC _t

(fig. 4)
2498.3

56.4

34.6

6.64

* No artificial gravity provided.

t Provides varied level or artificial gravity with use of tethers.

:_ Provides lg artificial gravity by spinning entire aerobrake system.
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Table6. Stagnation-PointInviscidEquilibrium,RadiativeHeatRates

Altitude,km
30.00

39.66

43.72

52.00

62.11

Density, kg/m 3

9.80 x 10 .4

3.56 x 10 .4

2.31 x 10 .4

8.85 × 10-5

Vam, km/sec

4.50

4.50

6.15

6.15

8.00

8.00

4.50

4.50

6.51

6.51

8.20

8.20

4.50

4.50

6.65

6.65

8.39

8.39

4.50

4.50

6.20

6.20

9.80

9.80

rn, m

10

20

10

20

10

20

10

20

10

20

10

20

10

20

10

20

10

20

0sxad, v_r / n12

1.301 x 102

2.388 x 102

1.286 x 105

2.071 x 105

3.898 x 106

5.951 x 106

2.094 x 101

3.994 x 101

2.035 x 105

3.193 x 105

1.233 x 106

1.867 x 10 6

9.426

1.820 x 101

1.644 x 105

2.504 x 105

8.291 x 105

1.193 x 106

10

20

10

20

10

20

1.563

3.065

1.718 x

2.398 x

6.390 x

8.528 x

2.55 x 10 -5 4.50

4.50

6.28

6.28

9.85

10

20

10 6.198

20 9.326

10 1.108

1.490 x

2.960 x

X

X

X

104

104

105

105

10 -1

10-1

103

103

105

68.28

73.89

1.15 x 10 .5

5.43 x 10 -6

9.85

4.50

4.50

6.00

6.00

9.90

9.90

4.50

4.50

6.00

6.00

9.90

9.90

2O

10

20

10

20

10

20

10

20

10

20

10

20

1.921 x 105

3.290 x 10 .2

6.560 x 10 .2

5.529 x 102

9.148 x 102

3.221 x 10 4

5.712 x 10 4

7.930 x 10 .3

1.580x i0 -I

2.272x 102

3.964x 10 2

9.278x 10 3

1.643x 10 4
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Table 7. Entry Condition During Launch Windows

Approximate
calendar

launch window

First launch

date,
Julian

Launch

window,

days

Minimum

wi/wj

Earth-reentry

velocity*

Min, IVlax,

km/sec km/sec

Mars-entry

velocity t

Min, Max,

km/sec km/sec

Direct mode

2016.75 to 2017.00 2457663 20 27.9 11.70 11.70 8.33 8.99

2016.00 to $2016.25

2020.50 to $2020.75

2013.75 to 2014.25

2020.00 to 2020.50

Inbound swing-by mode

2457395

2459032

2456521

2458865

90

70

§192

167

35.3

21.6

§16.1

19.1

12.20

12.33

11.66

11.96

§12.47

12.33

12.04

12.20

7.79 9.20

6.15 6.96

6.13 7.58

§6.11 7.52

2011.00 to $2011.25

2021.75 to $2022.00

2023.75 to $2024.00

2011.00 to 2011.25

2017.00 to 2017.50

2023.50 to 2023.75

2455546

2459499

246O219

2455511

2457819

2460178

Outbound

26

40

25

35

81

41

swing-by mode

30.7

42.5

26.7

25.2

17.0

21.8

11.84

§11.44

11.94

11.83

11.55

11.50

11.90

11.47

11.94

11.90

11.90

11.93

7.67

9.45

8.22

7.60
7.38

8.03

7.98

§9.90

8.51

8.15

9.73
8.53

* Velocity at 122-kin altitude.
t Velocity at 76-kin altitude.

$ Total trip time 1 to 1.5 years; otherwise total trip time 1.5 to 2.0 years.

§ Extrema.

Table 8. Range of Ballistic Coefficients

Earth-return

mode

Mode 1

(Earth-return
aerobrake)

Mode 2

(Earth-return

capsule)

Mars-departure AV requirements, km/sec
0.095 5.055

Ballistic Ballistic Mars aerobrake

maerobraked coefficient, maerobraked coefficient, reference area,

(at Mars), kg kg/m 2 (at Mars), kg kg/m 2 m 2

195.0 x 103 136.0 398.0 x 10 a 276.9 1060.0

182.0 x 103 192.0 357.0 x 103 376.2 700.0
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Table9. ExtremaTrajectoryCharacteristics

LEOlaunch Mars-entryEarth-reentry
Trajectory date, Julian Interplanetary Total trip velocity,* velocity,t
extrema (calendar) transfermode time,years Wi/Wf km/sec km/sec

Minimum 2456617 Inbound 1.74 16.1 6.31 11.96

weight in LEO (11/2013) Venus swing-by
Minimum Mars- 2458966 Inbound 1.71 19.4 6.11 11.96

entry velocity (5/2020) Venus swing-by
Maximum Mars- 2459539 Outbound 1.30 49.5 9.90 11.45

entry velocity (11/2021) Venus swing-by
1.40 46.9 9.,16 11.44Minimum Earth-

reentry velocity
blaximum Earth-

reentry velocity
Minimum total

trip time, including

60-day stopover

2459504

(10/2021)
2457439

(2/2016)
2457479

(4/2016)

Outbound

Venus swing-by
Inbound

Venus swing-by
Inbound

Venus swing-by

1.32

1.20

35.7

46.7

7.81

8.03

12.47

12.47

* Velocity at 76-km altitude.
t Velocity at 122-km altitude.

Table 10. Mars Atmosphere Passage Simulation Data

for Midrange Ballistic Coefficient (276.9 kg/m 2)

Entry Minimum Maximum Major

velocity,* Corridor ")'atm, Gmax, altitude, heat rate, t heat

km/sec bound deg g units km W/cm _ class

5.95 Lift-up -17.91 1.76 41.18 13.26 Conv
Lift-down -17.40 1.00 46.25 10.13 Conv

6.15 Lift-up -18.28 2.11 39.66 15.98 Conv
Lift-down - 17.68 1.14 45.34 11.89 Conv

7.68 5g -19.84 5.01 34.15 105.77 Both
Lift-down -19.12 2.41 41.67 61.86 Both

9.79 5g -20.13 5.04 38.17 363.6.1 Rad
Lift-down -20.06 4.46 39.36 318.18 Rad

Additional data points

7.08 Lift-up 34.54 70.81 Both
Lift-down 42.75 36.76 Both

7.37 5g
Lift-down

8.48 Lift-down

-19.60 4.29

-18.67 1.90

-19.83 5.00

-18.91 2.15

-19.56 3.14

33.74

42.18

86.50

42.91

Both

Both

40.55 112.23 Both

* Inertial velocity at 300-km altitude.
t rn=20.0m.
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Table11.MarsAtmospherePassageSimulationData
for HighBallisticCoefficient (376.2 kg/m 2)

Entry Minimum Maximum

velocity,* Corridor _atm, Gmax, altitude, heat rate,?

kin/see bound deg g units km W/cm 2

5.95 Lift-up -18.01 1.75 38.46 16.97
Lift-down -17.49 1.00 43.58 12.85

6.15 Lift-up -18.37 2.13 36.99 20.69
Lift-down -17.78 1.16 42.72 14.95

7.68

9.79

5g
Lift-down

5g
Lift-down

5.03

2.38

5.04
4.50

31.37

38.84

35.25

36.66

123.55

71.98

556.41

451.57

Major

heat

class

Cony

Cony

Cony

Cony

Both

Both

Rad

Rad

* Inertial velocity at 300-km altitude.
rn -- 16.3 m.

Table 12. Mars Atmosphere Passage Simulation Data
for Low Ballistic Coefficient (136.0 kg/m 2)

Entry Minimum Maximum Major

velocity,* Corridor _atm, Gmax, altitude, heat rate, t heat

km/sec bound deg g units km W/cm 2 class

5.95 Lift-up - 17.68 1.78 47.42 10.91 Conv
Lift-down -17.20 1.03 52.27 8.18 Conv

6.15 Lift-up -18.04 2.16 45.96 9.14 Conv
Lift-down -17.48 1.17 51.42 7.01 Conv

7.68 5g -19.55 5.05 40.81 58.78 Both
Lift-down - 18.90 2.44 47.84 26.07 Both

9.79 5g -19.89 5.04 44.43 130.00 Both
Lift-down -19.03 4.55 45.73 112.74 Both

Additional data points

7.08

7.38

Li_-up
Lift-down

5g
Lift-down

-19.34 4.47

-18.46 1.91

-19.55 5.00

-18.69 2.16

40.96

48.80

40.34

48.29

38.72 Both

17.27 Both

51.80 Both

21.19 Both

* Inertial velocity at 300-km altitude.
t rn=20.0m.
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Table13.Entry-Velocity*Guidelinesfor Stagnation-PointHeatingAnalysis

[rn = 20m]

Ballistic
coefficient,

kg/m2
Low

(136.0)
Mid

(276.9)

Convective heating

dominates, f

kin/see

Vatm _< 6.5

Vatm _< 6.3

Both are

important,

kin/see

le_tm > 6.5

6.3 < Valll , < 9.0

Radiative heating

dominates, :_

km/sec

Vatm _> 9.0--

High Vat,,, _<6.2 6.2 < Vatm < 8.5 Vat,,, >_8.5
(376.2)

* Inertial velocity at 300-kin altitude.
f Less than 20 percent radiative effects.

:_ Greater than 80 percent radiative effects.

Table 14. Minimum Mass Trajectories Within Each Launch Opportunity

[Includes navigation constraints, fig. 64]

Approximate
calendar

launch window

LEO launch

date,
Julian

Trip

time,years*

Initial LEO mass kg x 106, for--

Mode 1 Mode 2

(Earth-return aerobrake) (Earth-return capsule)

All- Aero- All-

propulsive braking propulsive

Aero-

braking

Inbound swing-by mode
2016.00 to 2016.25 2457395 1.33 2.17 0.89 1.61 0.80

2020.50 to 2020.75 2459032 1.49 1.33 .91 1.02 .82

2013.75 to 2014.25 2456521 1.74 .99 .71 .82 .65
2020.00 to 2020.50 2458865 1.61 1.17 .83 .96 .75

Outbound swing-by mode
2011.00 to 2011.25

2023.75 to 2024.00

2011.00 to 2011.25

2017.00 to 2017.50

2023.75 to 2023.75

2455546

2460219

2455511

2457819

2460178

1.49

1.49

1.58

1.61

1.58

1.88

1.64

1.55

1.05

1.34

0.97

.74

.81

.56

.65

1.46

1.40

1.30

.91

1.16

0.88

.68

.74

.52

.60

* Includes a 60-day Mars stopover.
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! I ",, I ! __'"" :_---'-_}_-'--_ 24.4 m

Earth aerobrake J L Mars aerobrake

Figure t. MSFC conceptual design of a manned Mars vehicle (ref. 5). Aerobrake dimensions listed
in table 5.

• , • % •

I I

I I

I I

Mars aerobrake

Earth aerobrake

Figure 2. SAIC conceptual design of a manned Mars vehicle (ref. 2). Aerobrake dimensions listed
in table 5.
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C)
Mars and Earth aerobrake _

22.2 rn 25.0 m

---Mars aerobrake

r

Figure 3. Boeing conceptual design of a manned Mars vehicle. Aerobrake dimensions listed in

table 5.

Earth-return
capsule Mars

aerobrake

56.4 m

Figure 4. Martin Marietta conceptual design of a manned Mars vehicle. Aerobrake dimensions listed
in table 5.
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Figure 5. Short-cycle Earth-Mars planetary motion (_ 25.62 months).
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Figure 6. Long-cycle Earth-Mars planetary motion (_15 years).
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Figure 7. Earth-Mars-Venus planetary motion.
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1 Earth departure
2 Mars arrival
3 Mars departure
4 Earth return

Figure 8. Conjunction-class mission (Mars stopover: 510 days).
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5
x Earth
• Mars
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Sun

1 Earth departure
2 Mars arrival
3 Mars departure
4 Venus swing-by
5 Earth return

Figure 9. Opposition-class mission, inbound Venus swing-by (Mars stopover: 60 days).
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Artificial gravity
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system; I sp = 480 sec

f
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module

and
descent
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Figure 10. Conceptual all-propulsive vehicle configuration.
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Z/Earth- ret-t'_rn
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and descent
aeroshell

Figure 11. Conceptual aerobraking vehicle configuration.

37.0 m
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0 Sun

1 Earth departure
2 Mars arrival
3 Mars departure
4 Earth return

5 Earth's position
at Mars departure

Figure 12. Direct transfer.
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4
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x Earth
• Mars
• Sun

1 Earth departure
2 Mars arrival
3 Mars departure
4 Earth return
5 Mars' position

at Earth departure

Figure 13. Inverted direct transfer.
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Figure 14. Venus swing-by mechanics.
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Figure 15. Outbound Venus swing-by.
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Figure 16. Viking 1 entry data compared with COSPAR NS mean.
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Figure 17. Viking 2 entry data compared with COSPAR NS mean.
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Figure 18. COSPAR NS mean density profile.
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Figure 19. COSPAR NS mean temperature profile.
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Figure 20. COSPAR NS mean pressure profile.
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Figure 21. COSPAR NS mean-speed-of-sound profile.
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Figure 22. Classical definition of entry corridor (ref. 26).
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Figure 24. Interplanetary navigation-error ellipsoids with use of an optical, autonomous system
(ref. 29).
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Figure 25. AFE aerodynamic shape (ref. 19).
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Figure 28. Subsonic flow regime behind AFE configuration (ref. 33).
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Earth-return aerobrake

Earth-return mode 2

Habitation modules

Earth-return mode I

Mars-departure propellant

Mars-arrival and descent aerobrake

Figure 29. Aerobrake vehicle configurations upon Mars arrival.

Earth-return mode 2 ._ 0Earth-return aerobrake
Earth-return capsule

Earth.return m_ =__

Figure 30. Aerobrake vehicle configurations upon Earth return,
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Figure 31. Direct mission simulation procedure. E-M is Earth-Mars; M-E is Mars-Earth.
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Figure 32. Inbound swing-by mission simulation procedure. E-M is Earth-Mars; M-V is Mars-Venus;
V-E is Venus-Earth.
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(b) Minimum vehicle weight ratio versus launch date (all-propulsive, Earth-return mode 1).

Figure 33. Direct missions with total trip time of 1.0 years to 1.5 years.
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Figure 34. Direct missions with total trip time of 1.0 to 1.5 years for WJW] < 100.
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Figure 35. Direct missions with total trip time of 2.0 to 2.5 years for W//14_ < 100.
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(b) Minimum vehicle weight ratio versus launch date (all-propulsive, Earth-return mode 1).

Figure 36. Inbound Venus swing-by missions with total trip time of 1.0 to 1.5 years for Wi/Wf < 100.
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(b) Minimum vehicle weight ratio versus launch date (all-propulsive, Earth-return mode 1).

Figure 37. Inbound Venus swing-by missions with total trip time of 1.5 to 2.0 years for Wi/W/ <_ 100.
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Figure 38. Inbound Venus swing-by missions with total trip time of 2.0 to 2.5 years for Wi/W/ <_ 100.
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Figure 39. Outbound Venus swing-by missions with total trip time of 1.0 to 1.5 years for Wi/Wf < 100.
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Figure 40. Outbound Venus swing-by missions with total trip time of 1.5 to 2.0 years for Wi/Wf < 100.
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configuration), m/CD S = 276.9 kg/m 2.
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Figure 47. LEO launch opportunities (days) that also satisfy =t=0.25° guidance requirement.
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Figure 48. LEO launch opportunities (days) that also satisfy :i=0.40 ° guidance requirement.
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Figure 49. Maximum stagnation-point heat rate, midrange ballistic-coefficient configuration.
m/CDS = 276.9 kg/m 2.
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Figure 53. LEO launch opportunities (days) based on 9:0.25 ° guidance and reusable TPS require-
ments for midrange and high ballistic-coefficient configurations.
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Figure 55. Maximum stagnation-point heat rate for high ballistic-coefficient configuration.
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Figure 56. Flyable entry corridor with imposed guidance restrictions (low ballistic-coefficient
configuration), m/CDS = 136.0 kg/m 2.
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Figure 58. LEO launch opportunities (days) based on ±0.25 ° guidance and reusable TPS require-
ments for low ballistic-coefficient configuration.
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Figure 62. Significance of radiative heating during Mars aerocapture.
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